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Thomas Goetz on

RADIO
Parallax
INTERVIEW
by Doug Desalles

Author Thomas Goetz is an award-winning science
journalist. His works have been selected for
the best American science writing, and best
technology writing anthologies. He is a former
executive editor at Wired, the entrepreneur in
residence at the Robert wood Johnson foundation,
and a co-founder of the health technology
company Iodine. We spoke with him about his
terrific book The Remedy: Robert Koch, Arthur
Conan Doyle and the Quest to Cure Tuberculosis.
RP: Welcome to Radio
Parallax.

RP: Before we talk about
some of the figures in
your book, I’d like
you to take us back to
the state of medical
knowledge before the
“germ theory of disease”.
It’s hard to imagine
now how little doctors
knew about infectious
diseases.

amazing time. You kind
of know in the back to
your head that sometime
in the 19th century they
figured out this thing
called “germs”. It was
fascinating to take a
step into that world and
try to reconstitute what
day to day life was like.
In a world pre “germs”
most people - in the
19th century - died of
infectious disease. The
average lifespan was 36
in Europe and the United
States.

TG: It was a pretty

A lot of that was child

TG: Thank you for having
me.
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mortality which brought
down the average. But
healthy or seemingly
healthy adults would come
down with disease - often
tuberculosis - and die.
Really there was nothing
to do for them. There
was no conception of, or
evidence of, what caused
these diseases - typhoid,
tuberculosis, cholera.
It was a mystery. Even
the notion of them being
contagious, something
that could spread from
one person to another
(which seems so evident
to us) was incredibly

controversial, and
considered in some sense
absurd.
It seemed simpler to
think of these things
as hereditary or as
some kind of “bad air”.
So the real shift that
the book talks about is
from this world in which
medicine was at best
palliative. It could then
make you feel better as
you just suffered your
way through illness
oftentimes to death.
But then shifted then
to one where actually

the cause of disease was
known. We were starting
to get tools to combat
it - first vaccines, then
hygiene, and ultimately
through improvements
in surgery too. It was
really an amazing time
in history when all of
the things we think of
as modern medicine came
to be.
RP: Louis Pasteur is
famous, and many people
have heard of Joseph
Lister, but Robert Koch’s
contributions to science
are on par with theirs
even if he is not wellknown. How did he go from
being a country doctor
in Germany to a man who
helped convince the world
about germs?
TG: That’s a great
question. Pasteur we know
from “pasteurization”
and Lister ( much to
his chagrin I’m sure) is
known to us by Listerine.
Koch has no such claim
to popular renown. But
in many ways he WAS on
a par with those great
scientists. In some
senses he surpassed them.
Koch at the beginning
of his career was
an anonymous German
physician, but he was
incredibly rigorous.
Kind of playing to the
German stereotype. Koch
was methodical, careful,
and decided that his
opportunity for making a
mark in the world was to
look under his microscope
and to start to kind of
figure out what these
agents of disease were.
He created a process that
we know today as “Koch’s
Postulates” - a series
of proofs that establish
true causality from a
pathogen to disease.
Before Koch that pathway
had not been worked out
clearly. Koch did this,
first with anthrax, later
with tuberculosis. In
1882, he presented his
evidence so clearly, it
was then beyond doubt.
This was the moment when
what was then a radical
notion of “germs” became
mainstream and accepted
by scientists. It is then

that hygiene, sanitation,
and hand washing started
to come into vogue.
RP: Anyone who’s taken
bacteriology has heard of
Koch, but as I read the
book it really struck me
how much of what students
do, swabbing Petri dishes
of agar, sterilizing wire
loops in Bunsen Burners
etc, goes back to Koch’s
inventiveness.
TG: All the way to the
white lab mouse if you
believe the myth. The
story is that he had
a daughter and his
friend gave her pet
white mice. Koch (who
was doing experiments
with bacteria) needed
animals to test on. He
and his wife would trap
field mice behind their
barn until the day he
got the idea to breed
his daughter’s white
mice. That led to the
lab mouse that we know
today as the classic
experimental animal.
The Petri dish, and so
many things, really came
from Koch’s work. It’s
fascinating. I think the
great irony is that he
helped usher in a world
of careful and diligent
science, but ultimately
ended up abandoning these
principles in a quest for
glory.
RP: Your book is one
about science, but
also has a bit of a
soap opera. There was a
rivalry, rooted in 19th
century politics between
Germany and France, that
spilled over onto these
two towering figures of
Pasteur and Koch.
TG: I love that you
call it a soap opera.
It really does seem as
close as science gets to
one. Pasteur was 20-30
years older than Koch.
They both kind of live
up to the archetypes of
their national heritage
with Pasteur a flamboyant
showman, the Frenchman
who had his claim to
fame, in many ways,
by saving the French
wine industry. He had
detected that the yeast
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was spoiling because of
infection from microbes.
Koch was this classic
German. So when
they started to find
themselves competing
over various turfs in
the world of microbes
– first over anthrax,
then over some other
processes (tuberculosis
was among the things that
they butted heads on,
also cholera) they got
into it. They started
to let these petty (but
very public) accusations
fly back and forth. They
accused each other of
all sorts of malfeasance.
It didn’t help that
neither spoke the other’s
language perfectly. There
was some mistranslations
along the way. It wound
up doing them both a
disservice. But I think
the public squabble
privately pushed them
into this great rivalry.
They had their teams –
Koch had his in Berlin,
Pasteur had his in Paris.
For about 15 years there
was just discovery after
discovery coming out of
both labs. All the major
diseases of the day cholera, typhoid, typhus,
diphtheria – were all
identified as pathogenic.
Pasteur got the one-up on
Koch by actually finding
a vaccine for rabies.
That sent Koch on a hunt
for his own cure. That
ended up ultimately being
a siren call for him,
leading to infamy instead
of fame.
RP: At about this point
in your book, you
introduce another country
doctor, one working in
England. People think of
Arthur Conan Doyle as a
writer, but he started
out as a doctor - with a
ringside seat to these
developments.
TG: It is a great kind of
happenstance that these
stories come together.
Conan Doyle was studying
at the finest medical
school in Europe - the
University of Edinburgh.
There Joseph Lister was
teaching. I could not pin

down whether he took a
course from Lister, but
he was clearly influenced
by this new age of
medicine and of the germ
theory.
Arthur Conan Doyle
talked about his years
at Edinburgh as ones
where there was the old
school - naysayers of
the germ theory - and
the new school which
believed in the germ
theory (and that it could
improve people’s lives).
Conan Doyle was very
much in the camp of the
believers of germ theory.
He was an admirer of
Koch, and wrote popular
essays to the public at
large, trying to explain
why these developments
in bacteriology and
microbiology were so
important.
In many ways, there was a
symbiosis between Koch’s
work and Conan Doyle’s.
Koch’s discoveries could
convince the scientific
community, but there
was this much greater
landscape on which the
germ theory really needed
to resonate in order for
it to make its ultimate
contribution. It needed
to convince people
to wash their hands.
Convince the world to
stop spitting. Convince
the world that germs were
something they could
actually prevent - if
they behaved differently.
That’s a high bar.
Ultimately it took Conan
Doyle’s writings and
this crafty scientific
detective he was cooking
up named Sherlock Holmes
to help make that case to
the world-at-large.
RP: One thing that grabs
me, as a physician, is
to look back at this era
you’re describing and
note that this was NOT
a shining moment for
doctors of the world.
Koch, Lister and Pasteur
come up with this data,
but they’re not embraced
by the medical community.
TG: True.
RP: You note a

fascinating concept:
“diffusion of innovation”
and cite a study at the
U. of Missouri showing
it takes an average of 17
years between the time
research establishes
a best practice to
when patients will
be routinely treated
accordingly. I wonder if
things have gotten better
since then.
TG: That research
was done in 2000. So
no, things have not
necessarily gotten
better. The thing that
I was trying to draw
out of that fact was
that what was true in
Koch and Pasteur’s time,
still seems to be true
now. It’s one thing to
discover something, or
show it by experiment,
but quite another thing
to prove it to the
world-at-large (or even
your peers). By-andlarge it takes about a
generation! It took about
a generation for the
germ theory to come into
universal acceptance.
The problem is that
contemporary physicians
face is that they are
deluged with published
research every day.
RP: True, but still....
TG: There are thousands
of new insights published
every day. There needs
to be a filtering process
by which the ones that
matter to clinical
practice work their way
to the top. That is a
slow process. Ultimately
it requires a kind of
changing of the guard for
people to let down their,
in some sense, their
prejudices, and adapt to
new thinking. That’s a
human process that takes
time.
RP: I hope we are better
off than in the 1800s.
You mention the case of
James Lind, British naval
surgeon, who showed that
fruit prevents scurvy.
Yet it took FIFTY YEARS
to see that implemented.
TG: It was the same with
“germs”. Semmelweis in

Austria had what he
considered PROOF that
germs caused disease
earlier in the 1800s.
He investigated the
transfer of germs to
pregnant women. If you
remember this horrible
story - doctors went from
autopsies to birthing
rooms, not washing
their hands in-between.
Semmelweis actually
went insane trying, and
failing, to get people to
believe his conclusions.
RP: You note they didn’t
know how to do research
as we do today. They
didn’t really have it in
mind how to do it.
TG: That was one of the
most staggering things
that came up when I
researched the book.
How in many ways this
era saw the invention of
the experimental methods
we take for granted:
the randomized clinical
trial. We depend on
research on drugs to
determine what works as
an intervention. Back
then, they were winging
it.
When Koch had what he
thought was his TB
“remedy” they tried
experiments on six-month
old babies. On 60 year
old women who were about
to die. It was chaos.
Some of the observers
of these experiments
considered them the most
horrific ever done.
There were no rules.
No institutional review
boards, or things that.
This kind of craziness
of the experiments on
tuberculin were what
compelled science to
start putting down rules
in black and white for
how to run experiments on
humans. We’ve come a long
way.
RP: Arthur Conan Doyle
started dabbling in
fiction. By 1890 he’s got
a second Sherlock Holmes
novel out. But he’s not a
big success. You describe
how, in what sounds like
a whim, he decided to go
to Germany to check out
the claims of Robert Koch

that has a cure for TB.
Conan Doyle becomes a
sort of Sherlock Holmes
himself.
TG: I had not realized
that Conan Doyle actually
wrote two whole novels of
Sherlock Holmes that the
public reacted to with
a shrug. There just was
not any great acclaim. In
a sense it was, in some
ways, like germ theory
itself. People just
weren’t ready to buy-in
yet.
After those stories
- and Conan Doyle was
writing other stories as
well - doing whatever he
could to make his mark
as a writer – one day
he read in this British
medical journal that
Koch had found this cure
for tuberculosis, this
“remedy” it was called.
Koch was going to do a
demonstration in Berlin.
Impetuously, Conan Doyle
drops everything, dashes
across the Channel,
jumps on a train and is
on his way to witness
it. He hoped for a
front row seat at the
demonstration. He tried
to talk his way into
the chamber to witness
it. Ultimately, via
detective work and some
skullduggery - he talks
himself into the hospital
where they’re doing the
experimental “remedy” of
tuberculin material that
was supposedly a cure for
TB.
After investigating,
Conan Doyle publishes the
first public assessment
of Koch’s remedy, and....
we can give it away
if you want.... but I
try to tease it just a
little bit. It becomes
in many ways the moment
when Conan Doyle decided
to give up medicine
and dedicate himself to
writing. It became quite
another story for Koch.
RP: You describe how his
sleuthing was worthy of
Sherlock Holmes.
TG: For Conan Doyle, it
was quite a difficult
task, I think, to write
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his sober assessment of
Koch’s remedy. He was
an admirer. Koch was
a hero to Conan Doyle
- and would be for the
decades to come. Conan
Doyle would later give
addresses at medical
schools where he would
pay tribute to Koch’s
great research! But in
1890 in Berlin, it was
another story. There was
a cry of a cure “at-hand”
but that was not evident
in the stuff that Conan
Doyle saw.
RP: So Conan Doyle
correctly assesses this
failure by Koch. After
that his Sherlock Holmes
stories become a hit. Is
there a link?
TG: Conan Doyle gave up
his practice, literally,
on the train ride back
from Berlin. He decided
to move to London and
to try and make a go
at writing. He was
still going to practice
medicine, sort of.
Ultimately he would see
no more patients, but
he did turn to these
stories. He had this
great insight regarding
how English magazines
were full of serialized
fiction. All the Dickens
stories and great novels
of the 19th century, were
serialized. Chapter by
chapter the story would
unfold. Conan Doyle
realized that nobody
had ever tried a kind
of serial where every
story was specific unto
itself. The characters
were recurring, but the
stories themselves would
change issue to issue.
This captivated the
public. That approach,
combined with the kind of
unique characteristics
of Sherlock Holmes, a
scientific detective
who was driven by a
microscope as much as
a magnifying glass,
always investigating and
looking for clues based
in science and evidence instead of these kind of
miracles of coincidence
that was the traditional
detective stories of
the time. In a Sherlock
Holmes story, it was

TG: Such a wonderful
quote from Holmes. I
think that was the
essence of Koch’s
methodology. You go
through the evidence.
You work your way through
step-by-step, never
leaping to conclusions.
Why DID Koch decide in
1890 to abandon his
principles? Abandon his
lifelong faith in the
scientific process.
Why did he leap to
conclusions? I think
there are a few things
going on.
One was that ambition
got the best of him.
He wanted to come up
with that remedy. He
wanted to compete on the
grandest stage possible
with Pasteur. Not just
discover disease; but
in fact to cure it. He
also had, and this gets
back into the soap opera
aspect of all this, a new
17 year old girlfriend!
He was a middle aged man
in his forties. There
was some thought that
he wanted to impress
her. Also that he saw
financial remuneration.
Ultimately I think what
Koch failed to realize
- and this is a great
ironies in this story –
is that he didn’t need
a remedy in a bottle.
The idea of “germs” was
the real cure. This idea
was the true shift that
society needed to start
to make headway against
infectious disease. You

RP: There is an epilogue
to the Koch story. The
scientific community was
irked at his errors and
hubris, but it turned out
OK for him in the end.
They didn’t give him a
Nobel Prize the first few
times they might have,
but they eventually said,
well, his contributions
are such that we MUST!
TG: But it was a close
call. One of the fun
things to trace out was
how the first Nobles
were given out in the
beginning of the 1900s.
Koch he had to watch two
colleagues get awards
before he got one. Two of
the people who used to be
assistants in his lab! It
was a excruciating for
him, I’m sure.

RP: So the British Navy
in the 21st century won’t
take 50 years to use
limes.
TG: Exactly!
RP: Thank you for
speaking with is.
TG: My goodness, thank
you so much for the time,
it was such a fun talk. I
appreciate it.

RP: You are a founder of
the health technology
company, Iodine. I was
wondering how the company
fits into the story told
in the book.
TG: It is a 21st century
version of the same
idea. What we’re trying
to do at Iodine is
take insights, take the
evidence in clinical
trials, and bring it
to people so they can
understand it, and act
on it. We look at the
clinical research from
pharmaceutical trials,
the stuff the FDA has
gone through in order
to approve drugs, and
the information that
individuals really want
to get their hands on but
find it very difficult
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to even access. We try
to provide information
in ways that are
clear, actionable, and
personalized. To give
people guidance on what
drugs might work for
them, what side effects
might be in store;
things such as that. Just
as Koch’s laboratory
discoveries were not
enough - it needed to
somehow resonate on the
broad social stage - in
our own humble way, we’re
trying to find insights
locked up in clinical
research and repackage
them. We want to use
dynamic data science to
create digital tools that
make them meaningful and
actionable for people.

K o c h

RP: In the wake of
Conan Doyle’s medical
reporting about how it
wasn’t really a cure
Koch’s reputation took
a hit. You note that he
got blinded by ambition
perhaps. Sherlock Holmes
indeed had a maxim
summarizing it: it’s
a capital mistake to
theorize before one has
data; one begins to twist
facts to suit theories
instead of theories to
suit facts.

see this in statistics.
In 1880, tuberculosis
rates worldwide were
high and had been for
most of that century.
After 1890 when Koch’s
discovery started to
become recognized, the
curve started to drop.
In fact, by the time
the actual chemical
cure for tuberculosis
came along in the 1950s
- with antibiotics tuberculosis rates were a
trickle of what they had
been when Koch did his
work. The IDEA of germs
was the cure in the end.

R o b e r t

always science. Those
changes that Conan Doyle
did to the detective
story were essential to
finally striking a nerve
with the public-at-large.

Co. fee
making sample based music
opened me up to a lot of
different genres from around
the world. Lately I’ve been
listening to psychedelic music
the most.
Tell us a little more about
your time as a hip hop
producer and your switch
to electronic. What about
the genre pulled you in?

Kofi Sefa-Boakye, who creates
music under the moniker
Co. fee, is an up and coming
underground Hip Hop and
Experimental artist and
is part of various musical
collectives with artists such
as Teebs, Bahwee, Arti,
amongst others. These artists
have a devotion to their
fixation of art and sound
and collaborate and inspire
each other to create new
innovative art in regards to
all mediums. KDVS was lucky
enough to get an interview
with Co.fee in regards to
his musical background,
influences, and original
pieces.
Thanks for agreeing to do
this interview with us! Tell
KDVS and our listeners a
little about yourself as an
individual and artist.

Co.fee: My name is Kofi
and I’m from Diamond Bar,
California. I’ve been making
beats for about 10 years now,
and I started out as a Hip-Hop
producer wanting to make
beats for rappers. I then got
more into electronic music
and making instrumental
music in general. I still like
working with rappers and
vocalists, but I enjoy it just as
much as making instrumental
music now. I’ve always
enjoyed different genres of
music, when I was younger it
was mostly underground hip
hop and alternative rock, but

Co.fee: Before I joined My
Hollow Drum, I would usually
just put a lot of beats on this
page called Soundclick. A lot
of hip hop producers would
be on there to either sell
beats or enter beat battles.
I always thought the only
way I would get music out
was through producing for a
rapper, so I would sell beats
really cheap here and there or
just give them out to people
I knew who rapped. Really
simple stuff. A lot of those
beats were pretty bad looking
abck on it, but it was a good
learning experience. That’s
how I learned how many bars
are in a verse and in a chorus
and how to structure a track.
Along with Soundclick I also
made a Myspace account and
put music up there. I kept
finding artists that made
really dope instrumental
music and that’s how I found
Teebs’ stuff, I hit him up
about about collaborating on
some music and we ended
making quite a few tracks.
He also told me about Low
End Theory. I ended up going
out there and meeting other
friends of his that made
music which is how I met
all the guys in what would
eventually become My Hollow
Drum. I started going to
Low End Theory every week
around the same time MHD
started so those were the
two things that made me get
pulled into electronic music
more. I was always a big fan
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of Aphex twin, Prefuse,
Avalanches, DJ Shadow, RJD2
and many more instrumental
artists but I didn’t know
anyone else who was into that
type of music. It was really
great to be a part of this
whole community of people
who are into all that.
Every week at Low End, I’d
get super inspired being
exposed to all the new music
I was hearing. Also most of
the members of My Hollow
Drum live pretty close to each
other so we would all meet
up to work on mixes and I’d
hear a lot of new music from
everyone sharing their vinyl
collection or beats they were
working on. This was when a
whole new sound was coming
out of LA so it was a lot of Hip
Hop mixed with electronic
music. I definitely embraced
all these new influences and
it pushed me to improve my
sound.
That’s awesome! Were you
aware that DJ Shadow is
actually a KDVS 90.3 FM
alum?

most influence on you?
Co.fee: Been heavily
influenced by each member
at least once in a certain
period of time, but out of all
the members I’ve worked
with, I’ve worked with Teebs
the most and traded the most
music with him so naturally
I’d say he’s had the biggest
influence on me. Especially
early on when the beat scene
was starting out he knew a lot
more about it and put me on
to a lot producers especially
ones out of Europe, who were
new names at the time like
Dimlite, Hudson Mohawke,
Rustie, Jack High (BNJMN),
and Flako; all artists I still
listen to today.

How do you get inspired
to create music of such
experimental, yet intriguing
quality?
Co.fee: I trade a lot of music
with friends So I get put on to
a lot of new music from there
and I get inspired from that,
also from hearing a good mix.
Visual art is also something
that gets me inspired and
pushes me to experiment and
try to create my own sound.

Co.fee: Wow, didn’t know
that! Shadow’s a god!

But going back to what
you were saying: you’re a
part of My Hollow Drum,
an artist collective. What
exactly is it and what kind
of art do you do?
Co.fee: My Hollow Drum is
a ten person collective of
DJ’s and producers. We’ve
been a crew for 6 years, and
joining the crew influenced
me wanting to get deeper
into making instrumentals.
I’m also apart of the HW&W
label which is run by another
member of My Hollow Drum,
Bahwee.
Which members of My
Hollow Drum have had the

We can imagine that
creating your own sound
comes with a lot of
roadblocks, do you ever
attempt other mediums of
art, what with being in a
collective filled with artists
with different medium
specialties?
Co.fee: Yes, I actually went to
school for graphic design and
noticed similarities between
beat making and designing

since you’re using software to
create both. One of the main
similarities I noticed was
the importance of mistakes.
When I make a mistake while
making music, whether it’s
loading the wrong sample
or hitting the wrong key,
actually adds a whole new
element to the track and
completely improves it to
where I’ll end up building
around the mistake. With
design, sometimes a mistake
can actually end up being
the perfect final touch to a
project. It could also lead to
me learning a cool new trick
within the software. I prefer
making music to designing,
maybe because I have more
experience with beat making
and take more chances with
experimenting. It would
be fun to get better at not
just designing but actually
drawing and painting too and
other mediums of visual art.
I don’t really do artwork for
my own music though, I only
did it once for this Wu-Tang
mixtape I made. My friend
Matt Okeyo handles a lot of
the artwork for my logos
and record covers. He’s an
amazing artist so it pushes
me to make music that can
hold up well to the artwork.
What artists do you
consider an inspiration to
your current sound? Did
your taste in music change
when your own style of
music shifted?

Co.fee: Music I’ve been
getting inspired by lately is
a lot of early 90’s Hip-Hop
albums from the Native
Tongues movement. Those
records were very animated
to me and I pretty much grew
up on them, so its been so
much fun revisiting them.
I’ve always catered more
towards sample based music
and Tribe, Black Sheep and
De La including many more
artists from that era were the
best at it. Not saying I want
to recreate that exact sound
on those records, but put
forth a similar feeling. When
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I got deeper into making
instrumental music my music
taste didn’t really change, but
I embraced more influences
from artists I listened to that
were Alternative/left field. I
didn’t really pull from those
influences when I was strictly
making hip hop beats.

So, what can we expect next
from Co.fee?
Co.fee: What’s coming next is
an album release this year!
I’ve put out two EP’s in the
past 3 years so I’m getting my
debut album ready. I’ve been
working on it for a while so
it’ll be good to finally get it
out. Also more shows later
this year hopefully outside
of California since I haven’t
played out of the state
yet. It’ll be fun to play for
different crowds in different
areas.

For more info about Co.fee
and My Hollow Drum’s music
yourself at:
www.myhollowdrum.com
https://soundcloud.com/
co_fee
https://www.facebook.com/
CoFeemhd
https://twitter.com/Co_fee

by Lorraine Ye

I N T E R V I E W

The

Warhols

with Zia McCabe

Dandy

Interview by Kate Chambers

Zia McCabe is the only female member of Portland-based alternative rock band, The Dandy Warhols. This past April, I sat down with Zia
before their show at Ace of Spades in Sacramento. The band was touring to promote the release of their latest album, Thirteen Tales from
Urban Bohemia Live. While Zia grabbed a quick bite to eat we talked about life on the road, the formation of The Dandy Warhols and their
career, and the magical power of music.
How long is your guys’ tour
this time?

We always look at each leg of
the tour as a tour, but when
people talk to us, it is a world
tour if you look at the whole
rest of the year. This leg is
like three weeks but when
it’s all totaled, it’s like three
weeks to a month on; and
then [there is] between one
week and a month off; and
then back and forth [between
tour and break]. So, we do
one in the US, two in Europe,
one in Australia, and then
around the US again.
Yeah, I noticed you guys
have a lot of popularity
with your albums in the
UK. Do you guys still have a
pretty big fan base there?

Zia: Yeah, the UK’s fine. I
think it’s kind of similar to
the US. Actually, everything’s
sort of evened out when we
got so much TV shows and
movies in the states, where
we’re really thriving is France
and Australia.
That’s cool

gorgeous, but they just
don’t have… they’re just
very preoccupied with their
situation. They can’t organize
things like international PACs
coming in there so they don’t
really get to do it. When I DJ’d
in Athens last summer it was
really fun.
When you tour do you bring
your daughter with you?

Zia: I did until she started
school, and then she had to be
in school. Homeschool is not
an option for me.
That’s understandable.
There’s always that stigma
against home school kids.
And you’re also doing a lot
of other stuff.

Zia: I mean, if I could
homeschool her that would
be… But I am bringing her to
the one-month European tour.
She loves, loves…loves tours.
But she’s been in school or
we do flying gigs and it’s just
too much to bring her flying
— she’s too much. She wants
to be in a tour bus.
She’s still young, right?

Zia: We were massive in
Greece but they’ve got bigger
— you know, problems.
I don’t know if I’d want to
go to Greece right now.
Zia: I mean, I went. It’s

Zia: She’s nine. She watches
Family Guy and The Cleveland
Show. She was Ron Burgundy
for Halloween. That was
totally her idea. She’s like
“I really want to be Ron
Burgundy” and I was like

“Who even let you watch that
movie?” She did — it was so
cute. She would go trick or
treat and she’d say “You may
not know me, but I’m kind of
a big deal.” With a wig on and
mustache, a little blazer and
tie, corduroy pants. Oh my
god it was too cute.

Is it hard to balance being a
mom and being on tour and
being in — you’re another
band as well, right?
Zia: Yeah, I have a country
band called Brush Prairie and
I DJ as well — Dj Rescue: I
save good parties from bad
music. I think parenting in
general is pretty tricky, but
I’m really lucky that me and
her dad, my ex, are pretty
close to being best friends.
We talk everyday on the
phone, we support each other
through everything, and I
mean we’re still technically
married but we’ve been
broken up for three years
so it’s like there’s just no
animosity. There’s just a lot of
kindness and understanding,
and that right there is a
huge bonus for anybody that
has split up. And so we do
fifty-fifty, so we switch every
other week. Every Sunday
we trade so we have a whole
week to get your routine,
your thing going, and then
you switch. If I leave so I’m
gone for three weeks, I’ll
come home and have her for
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three weeks. So we always
stay fifty-fifty. And if he’s
got a gig, his band is kind of
blowing up in Portland right
now — they’re not on our
label but it’s Souvenir Driver
and you should check ‘em
out. Their record just came
out and they’re really starting
to happen in Portland right
now. They’re having a lot of
fun with the attention they’re
getting.
Do you remember when
you were discovered in
the coffee shop? Because
you were a barista, and
Courtney just asked you to
join the band when you had
no experience was basically
the mythology of it.

Zia: Yeah, there was a gobetween. There was a guy
named Kirk and he was in a
band, and I thought that was
the neatest thing because I
was going to see bands all
the time, but they seemed
like otherworldly to me. Like
I would never even consider
that I was going to do that.
And when he was saying he
was in a band I’m like “I know
you. How is that possible?
Wait, you’re in a band?”

He was like “Yeah dude, what?
I play guitar.” So I told him
“I’m gonna do that then if
you can I can.” And he’s like,
“That’s not how it works, but
sure Zia, whatever you say.”

I’m like, “Just let me know,
if something comes up.” And
Courtney’s like, “I just want
a girl that, you know, she
doesn’t even have to know
what she’s doing. I just want
her to play really simple
parts and do whatever I say.”
And he’s like, “Dude, I totally
know who you’re talking
about. Her name’s Zia.”
So the number got passed
to me (this was like, precellphones) and then I got
the phone number and called
up Courtney like five months,
it took five months for the
number to make its way to
me. And, um... or at least five
months from when I worked
at Starbucks. And yeah, I
called him. [He] was like
“let’s meet at the Starbucks
in Northwest.” So I drove to
Portland to go to a different
Starbucks. And we hung out,
and he would say key words
like, “That’s A.” and “When I
change chords go to the other
one.” and I was like “Okay.”
and we just started building it
from there.
So, do you think that’s how
you maintained closeness
as a band considering you
kind of all started together
— your music career just
kind of started with this
one band that ended up
being wildly successful.
Do you think having such
a tied-in history together
kept you guys close over
the years? It’s been around
twenty years.

Zia: Yeah, from my
anniversary it’s June 20th,
and absolutely. Well, what
keeps us close is we have
totally our own lives. We
don’t see each other a lot
between rehearsals and stuff,

transcribed by
meagan faller

you know, a few events, a
Christmas party, and things
where we get together. And
we just have the same goals.
We want to make music
together, and we want to
have fun. Like, when we got
back into rehearsal now
that our drummer lives in
Australia, we don’t get to
see him as much and there’s
a lot less like, just getting
together to play which is
kind of sad. But when we got
back for rehearsal I was like
“Guys, this is so great. Look,
we’re all back together.” and
Courtney was like “This is
the most comfortable place
that we could possibly be.
This is where I feel the most
comfortable.” Because it’s
been twenty years. And we
know each other so well, and
we know the shitty things
about each other and we just
mostly ignore it and just keep
focusing on the good stuff.
And we have our motto that
says, “When it’s good, it’s fun.
When it’s bad, it’s funny.” And
so when shit isn’t going right
it’s all of our jobs to find the
humor in it. There’s usually
one day about three weeks
into tour where everybody’s
having a hard time finding
the funny parts, but you get
through that day together and
you keep going.
How do you choose which
show you want to record
live?

Zia: The one in Portland
where Courtney just got a
bunch of drunk friends with
cameras and set up to pay
them — where we can get
people for cheap. And it’s
great, it sounds so cool. My
only qualm is, like, really,
our first live album is the
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only time we’ve ever played
an album live start to finish.
I love that our set lists are
so creative and diverse and
draw from all of our albums.
One tour in our life we do an
album start to finish live and
that’s the one we record and
release. But it’s our biggest
album and it sounds great so,
it’s cool. I’d like to release a
live album that’s a little bit of
each thing. It has all the live
deviations that we’re known
for. All the trippy, trance, stuff
that we drag out at the end
of the songs. None of that’s
on this album because it was
meant to be the album live.
It’s okay. It sounds really
good and it just came out. So,
that’s out and we’ve also got
two tracks that are almost
completely done and a bunch
of others starting.
Ok, so how do you guys go
about naming your albums?
I mean, I know Welcome
to the Monkey House
is just Kurt Vonnegut,
but the cover’s a Velvet
Underground- looking
thing.

Zia: I mean it’s Kurt Vonnegut,
but he was referring to
Capitol Records.
And that’s around the time
you guys left?

Zia: It’s around the time that
we were getting pretty fed
up. And also taking some
things for granted. There’s
some things about being on a
label that are pretty nice, like
money.

Are you guys happier, would
you say, a few years down
the road from the split? Or
is that just kind of a loaded

question?
Zia: It’s an impossible
question to answer. We’re
happy, we’re grateful, we’re
still going. We left them not
owing anything we left them
owing us which is totally
rare for a major label. It is
what it is. There’s definitely
some things that we weren’t,
uh ...we have a little bit of a
different perspective than we
probably expected to have
right when we left. We were
like “Screw you guys!” And
then later we were like “Um,
that was actually kinda nice
having a label.” People knew
we put out records. Case and
point.

But I mean, I would say
you guys still have a major
relevancy. I mean, when I’m
on Spotify half of my friends
they’re still listening to you
guys and I still do— you
guys have really maintained
relevancy.
Zia: Totally, I mean Pandora,
because we have country
songs and super chill songs
and like, we can be on the
Tom Petty station. We can
be on the — whatever, we’re
on everybody’s station. The
genome picks us up the way
the way that radio stations
never could. We were just in
Pandora and they showed
us exactly how it works — it
was so cool. Humans listen
to every single song. It is not
computerized. I mean it’s
fed into that project. 1.25
million songs so far have
been done, or something.
And they have to fill in this
category like: tempo, all the
subcategories of the way
the vocals sound are they
gravelly are they affected to

1-5 so guitar twang: 2. Guitar
distortion: 4. Each song has
this whole- all these things
they have to check 1-5 on.
So, do they hire music
experts? I guess you’d have
to have a degree
Zia: They have twentysomething employed experts
that have done that. That’s
what they do all day long.
Of all your songs that you
guys have come out with,
what was your personal
favorite? Or can you pick a
top five?

Zia: Let’s see. Good morning
is way up there. It’s usually
the first one I mention. I
love it live, I love it recorded.
And Then I Dreamt of Yes—
absolutely love it. And the
videos for both of those. I
love all our videos. I really
love The Legend of Last of the
Outlaw Truckers. When I dj,
Creep Out is one of the only
ones I actually dj because
it’s not totally obviously
ours, and I can rock it and
it’s cool and nobody really
knows it’s me— playing my
own music, which is kind
of embarrassing, thought
expected.

I wear our own band shirts,
but I feel weirder playing our
own music. Cause I have to
stand there for the whole four
minutes in the dj booth going
like “Don’t look!” Especially
when I’ve just played a show
I’m like ok I just did all these
songs for real, why would I
play the recorded version?
That must be weird to like,
hear yourself recorded or
see the audience when you
Dj your own songs? Because
it’s not like you live, so
is there like a different
reaction to how people
dance to your music?
Zia: The funnest way that we
did it was my boyfriend that I
had last year I did a European
tour just Dj-ing, that’s why I

played Athens, and that was
so cool he helped me book
the tour and he’s from Israel
so we did a few shows in
Israel which is really neat. So
we would take turns dj-ing
so when he dj-ed, he would
play Dandy Warhol songs
then I could dance around
with everybody out on the
dance floor. That was fun.
Because I got to enjoy my
music the way a listener does,
and it’s like sometimes when
you look in the mirror and
you catch a glimpse and you
know that you’ve gotten an
objective look in the mirror
and you go “that’s what I look
like to other people.” But if
you look again, it’s gone. Or a
photograph. Every once in a
while you get what feels like
an objective—it’s the same
with music. That’s what it
was like for me getting a live
album. Because this is what it
sounds like when people hear
it, not when we got to spend
unlimited amounts of time in
the studio. I put it on in the
car, and Pete’s just [makes a
distortion sound] sound that
goes in the beginning when
Godless comes in, and it’s
like [makes reverb sound]
and then his guitar starts.
And you’re like “woah this is
so trippy. Wow this is what
people are experiencing in
the audience. This is fun.
We’re a cool band.” And that
was like I got to enjoy that
and I just sat in the car — I
got home and just stayed
in the driveway and like,
checked out my band. It was
really fun.
You guys are pretty rock
n’ roll I would say. I mean,
looking into earlier shows
it just said there was a
lot of nudity and running
around and fun and all
that. But you guys also
have this really strong
commercial appeal with
having the Veronica Mars
song. How do you guys
maintain this dichotomy of
being really badass but also
commercially appealing?

Zia: Well it’s, you know,
something you really have
nothing to do with because
you just have to, I think,
ultimately if you’re doing a
good job as a musician or an
artist, you have your things
that you need to express —
and then you need to, once
you start expressing it, you
have to be respectful to what
starts to manifest. And look
at it, and let it become what it
needs to become. Sometimes
we could start a song with an
idea — once those ideas gave
us the energy to put that one
foot in front of the other, then
once it starts to take shape,
you have to sort of just let it
take shape and just kind of
stay out of its way and help
it get to, you know, come to
completion.

And then, when it’s done, and
you’ve spent all your time
like totally involved with this
piece, a painting whatever,
sculpture, a building, then
you see where it’s going
to make contact with the
world. And a lot of our stuff
happens to be very cinematic.
And so filmmakers and
commercial — people that
chose music for commercials,
they ate it up. There’s not
like, everyone’s in the studio
saying “this is gonna be in
a drama,” or “this is gonna
be used in a pop culture
TV show.” You just can’t. I
mean, maybe some people
can, but we certainly — we
do not have that sort of
premeditation. It would be
stressful trying. And most
famous quotes of artists on
the subject talk about how
it’s utterly useless to try to do
that stuff.

I think we just do what we do,
and because our interests are
so varied and our attention
span is so limited, we’re
constantly doing different
things. And that keeps us — I
think its part of what’s kept
us so diverse; it’s part of why
Pandora is so good for us.
It’s because we’re all over
the place — for radio, we’re

a disaster. And that’s part of
why we had such a hard time
taking off in the US, we took
off in the UK because they
used us for a Vodafone ad,
they did like a multimillion
dollar ad campaign where we
were the song of the summer.
Because the commercial
is like, people jumping off
cliffs into the water and
running through the gates to
the festival and like a three
minute, million dollar rock
video.

For us, that’s what totally
separated our paths between
Europe and America —
and Vodafone also went to
Australia. America, they
were like “we don’t know
what to do with you guys.
We have — that one song’s
alternative but that other
ones adult contemporary.”
We’re like ,“Tell everybody!
And market it to everyone.”
They’re like “That’s not how
we do it.” So we didn’t fit in
their system. We were unformatable. Pandora though,
it’s genome — one person
gets to love Sleep. Sleep is
a hugely popular song that
would never be a hit on radio
— ever. Maybe like at college,
and we’ve always done well at
college radio because they’re
more free.

I mean, we have a freeform
radio station, so our radio
station has metal and then
hip-hop and then my show
where I just play garage and
lo-fi — I mean, whatever
I want. There’s a lot of
freedom, but you know in
90 % — of radio it’s just
this format— in this hour is
all gonna be what Subpop
sent you.
Zia: Which isn’t right! Yeah,
and all it is is really just
making noise between
commercials. Cause that’s
where their focus is, is the
advertisements.

I want to be able to turn on
the radio, hear something
new, and say “oh, this is
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sick! I’m gonna look into
this band more!” But I feel
like a lot of it is force-fed.
Zia: Not on commercial radio,
rarely. Hip-hop. Because I’m
so far, like, not tapped into
the hip-hop scene so there
will be impressed, from time
to time, with hip-hop shows
I’ll be like “that, mmhmm.”
And mainstream hip-hop is
cooler than mainstream rock
anyway.

Yeah and pop— a lot of
it is that rock has kind
of become more pop.
Especially LA’s major rock
station that I grew up
listening to— I went home
and it was just. KROQ was
my radio station growing
up and I wanted to work
in music my entire life
because KROQ, and because
I saw Almost Famous when I
was 8. And I was like “that’s
gonna be me.” And then I
grew up, and the reality was
“Oh yeah, that totally shows
how young I am.”
Zia: Pennie Lane was at the
show last night — the real
Pennie Lane. Yeah, she lives
in Sauvie Island outside
Portland. She hangs out with
us she was totally at the show
last night. Random, but I get
it and now KROQ is who the
whole United States would
listen to. They were the
trendsetters. But they’re not
setting any trends. Garbage.
I grew up wanting to
be Kathleen Hanna and
Courtney Love. I was being
fed that, and that was my
media, and then now I’m
older and it seems like the
days of like, rock and roll to
that level are just dying.

Zia: They’re not dying, they’re
just not on the radio. What’s
beautiful about that is that
it’s become a world of niche.
The mainstream is this other
thing that you can participate
if you want and yes, sadly,
still the majority of people
that is their source of music.
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But for the rest of us, we
have access to so many new
ways. Because of the internet,
we’re not dependent on
radio. So thank god. At least
when radio totally crapped
out, we had the internet to
take its place, which gave
us access to the world of
music. I am tripping out on
record collections of Kenyan
music from the ‘70s and
80’s. Nigerian. That shit is so
fucking good.
Listen to Jombo, the song
is Squeeze Me. It is the best
— we have it on our phone,
if you want to hear it. It’s
the best, most ridiculous.
We’re into, I mean we have
the second largest vinyl
collection on the West
Coast.

Zia: Are you serious? I mean,
I have the third. But I have a
lot of records. Well, everyday
I walk through the house with
new records. I’m like “what
are you doing?” And they’re
just like growing out of the
wall. And I have one of those
like cube walls of vinyls with
books mixed in ‘cause I didn’t
want it to be a wall of vinyl
and kind of oppressive, so
instead they did like, because
when I’m done dj-ing I don’t
want to just put them away,
they just go “rrrrrrrrr.”
And then the shelves are
like half full because I’m
so overwhelmed with the
task of like — cause if you
put them away, you have to
know where they are. If you
leave them out, you can flip
through. But that’s at your
college radio station?
Yeah, we have a vinyl
library. We have original
apple pressings of the
Beatles. We have like
ridiculous history. We have
weird, random reggae and
African music. We have — I
mean we’re an open library
you guys can stop by.
Zia: I wish I could have
known, I could have been
doing a guest dj set today

down there. That would have
been so fun. Good to know.
My dad had a great record
collection. I grew up in a
cabin and I would sit under
the kind of steps you can
like see through, you know?
I get underneath there with
the 70’s speakers that he
had built, and then just like
records between the whole
thing, and pick through and
be like, by the cover, right?
So I’d be like “What’s this
triangle with this rainbow
going through it?” Put that on
and they you’re like “Mmm,
this is amazing.” Beatles
White Album. Black Sabbath,
Sweetly. You know, like all
these. The top of my head just
like, popped off and the whole
world just like, opened up to
me. Because like, listening to
those cool records.
The experience of putting
down the needle and then
that little crackle just
before the song — there’s
nothing like that.

Zia: I know... the anticipation.
My daughter’s been rocking
Michael Jackson’s thriller on
my player and I’m just like
“she is getting it.” I always
do, um, Rumors. Rumors
is so good and the drum
sounds are fantastic. Try this
one — Eurythmics, Love is a
Stranger. Omg. I have full-on
alone moment dance sessions
to that song in the living
room.

It allows you to feel the
music. Which sounds totally
druggy.
Zia: That’s why I don’t do
drugs for shows. Drugs are
another way to tap into that
shit. I mean, pot enhances.
I’m totally ok with pot. I can’t
do it for shows because I
forget shit. I can do it at other
people’s shows, it’s great. I
just get super baked at shows
and I’m there, in the music,
paying attention all of it.
I wanted to ask about
your Suicide Girls issue. I

have a public affairs show
where I talk about fringe
communities and I am
interested in that kind of
stuff— I mean what made
you decide to do that while
pregnant?
Zia: I knew a couple of the
suicide girls. And it seemed
like a really cool, indie — I
would have done it before
pregnancy but I don’t think
I really knew about it yet,
so I just asked the girl if I
could do it. And she was like
“They have turned down a lot
of pregnant girls who were
already suicide girls.” But
because I was like a quasicelebrity they let me do it.

So I think I’m still the only
pregnant suicide girl ever.
And it got, like, ten thousand
comments and people were
like, canceling their accounts.
I was six months pregnant
and they weren’t super
erotic. Like, I was watering
my garden. It was this whole
metaphor of like “how does
your garden grow?” And I had
a migraine, it was like one
hundred degrees out, it was
the only time we could do the
shoot. So it really wasn’t even
the best shoot ever. But I’m
glad that I did it and I liked
making the statement of “you
don’t have to be a tatted up
rail-thin, you know, stripperstyled image to be beautiful
and naked.”
Like, nudity has so many
facets and it’s either like,
the hot-pink thong, fake
fingernails, blonde, fake
boobs look, or you’re like
the rail-thin, sort of jankychic look. And those are the
two like, accepted forms of
sexuality and nudity and
natural, just being natural,
isn’t really celebrated the
same. And I think that was
part of it. And I wanted
pictures of me being
pregnant. It’s just some prick
who owns it though, just like
American Apparel.
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of
Hellfyre
Club

by Kate Chambers

Wisconsin to LA transplant Rory Ferreira
is better known as his stage name Milo,
a member of the LA-based Hellfyre Club.
This week we spoke with him and got an
in-depth look at Milo’s writing process,
musical preferences, and his artistic
identity.
What’s the hip hop scene like in
Wisconsin? Was it challenging to start
a musical career in the Midwest?

Rory: It’s cohesive enough, really. By
and large, focused around Milwaukee as
a hub. Figureheads include: WebsterX,
YoDot, Klassik, WC TANK, Unifi Records
et al, and lots more, probably newer
folks I don’t know, too. I was never hyper
involved. I think starting a music career

is a bit of a challenge, was that related to
geography? I don’t know, in some ways
undoubtedly but it probably all “comes
out in the wash”.
How did you come up with the name
Milo?

Rory: When I was 17 I was in a rap crew
and I just needed a name real bad to say
on recordings. At the time, I was really
taken with how effective I found Drake’s
music and by extension Drake to be, how
he could focus on painting context to
inform the personage and sort of leave
us hanging in the interim with a quasimysterious name. That part was what
astounded me, truthfully. That the name
could be commonplace, or in use, or
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casual and be your rapper name, it still
seems very crazy to me. Rap names like
Big Daddy Kane make sense but Drake
doesn’t and milo doesn’t either and so
that’s why I chose that name.
How did you first come into contact
with the Hellfyre Club and the West
Coast rap scene?

Rory: Mining. When I was still in the
data-acquisition phase of my love for
rap, galaxies away from the confidence
or head-room of creating rap, I would
(like all children of 1992+) rank all
rappers. And in order to do that I needed
to hear all the music that all the rappers
ever made, and so I did that. I would
spend shifts listening to albums after
school, fake sleep, wake back up and go
to the computer room and fall asleep in
there listening to rap albums i stole off
KaZaA and then burn albums for my CD
player and bus ride to class and during
home room or free time or really any
time all I did was farm knowledge about
rap. I say all that to say this: the rap
coming out of the west coast, specifically
Los Angeles has historically been the
best, that’s sort of irrefutable and so
my attentions have always been here
because of that, even as a kid, and of the
scene two fellows in particular stuck
out, Open Mike Eagle and Busdriver
so when I began rapping, I began
pestering them, because I had informed
my aesthetic, my understanding of this
genre by what they made. Luckily, they
responded. I was very nearly about
to quit rapping, actually. I had loaned
some money from my grandmother to
make CDs and was just feeling very glum
about the whole thing, like maybe I had
expired the impulse to do this well, to
write the witticisms and be the clever
boy but then I got an email from Regan
(Busdriver) and it was a one-liner and I
fell on the floor in my college’s science
building. I just fell down and screamed
and couldn’t believe it. It said, “if you
need help, Hellfyre is willing”. and so I
pledged my allegiances and I honor my
squad and I love them dearly, I think
they’re the most creative artists out.
Much of your work seems to be a sort
of progressive realization of your
“self ”. What will your new album tell
us about you that we don’t already
know? What new spaces of personal
truth have you tried to carve out?
Rory: If it is that’s a by-product.
I hesitate to get behind the word

“progression” because I think it implies
an end, and I think there is an inherently
capitalistic viewpoint that doesn’t
make sense w/r/t metaphysics or
aesthetics that crouches itself in terms
like “progression” and “development”,
and I am scared of that. I hope that
doesn’t sound snarky, I’m just listening
to Connan Mockasin and typing this up
for you, not at all trying to be acidic but
I know sometimes I am, so i’m sorry
if it comes across. as for new spaces,
personal truths, uhm– maybe none. I
have never considered it my duty to give
answers, that’s beyond me. I don’t even
really want to hear what people think
are the answers to any of those sorts
of “truth” questions, honestly. What i’m
interested is knowing: “oh, you too, have
these thoughts and they haunt you?
How do you deal with the haunting? Do
you ever feel better? Can you tell me
what that is like?” That’s what I try to
instigate. i hope that’s the takeaway.

You’ve gained a relatively wide
audience in a short amount of time,
at least from where you were only a
few years ago. Do you feel like a wider
audience has strengthened external
pressures to make your music a
certain way, or has it given you more
creative confidence and freedom?
Rory: I struggle with how accountability
plays into this, sure. How responsible
am I to give a listener context clues?
Is there a rubric? If so, how thorough?
Something I heard: all art makes sense if
you can unlock the appropriate context
(language-game). but as a person
making a piece of art, how much of this
is my duty/job to not just make the art,
but also make the appropriate tweets
explaining x line, or z song, or say the
appropriate thing in the interview
unlocking this particularly enigmatic
stanza and so now I try to make that
instead of an anxiety thing for me, a
goofy thing. My friends help me with this
so much, they’re very, very good at it.
Then Scallops Hotel is born. Freedom is
the only meaning.
In a genre that generally relies on
macho confidence, you acknowledge
insecurities and anxieties in your
lyrics and while on stage. Was this a
conscious decision? If so, why did you
decide to portray yourself in a more
honest manner instead of relying on a
persona?
Rory: In a society that largely corrals

my people, in the media and otherwise,
into monolithic columns, it seems
important to subvert the usual tropes
but also recognizing, always recognizing
and paying homage and big upping, the
wonderful visionaries who came before
me and have been doing this for many,
many years. And recognizing that being
gentle is a type of intensity, too. I’m
sorry if this is at all obtuse i’m speaking
like we’re old friends and I hope you
don’t mind that, I’m just trying to answer
these questions thoroughly and as they
occur to me, without filtering.
But to be a bit more, to the point, a bit
more historicist with it: yes– it was
a conscious decision to acknowledge
my fears because this is a tradition
that predates me. Myka 9 of Freestyle
Fellowship on their first tape, To Whom
It May Concern…, track 3, “7th Seal” says,
“BUT I’M OKAY, YOU’RE OKAY, I’M OKAY,
YOU’RE OKAY..” and I think that’s more
or less what I’m doing, I’ve just muddied
the formula.
You’re very open about your affinity
for philosophy and art. Which
philosophers and artists do you think
have most profoundly influenced your
craft?
Rory: Schopenhauer always. Fanon in
great detail. James Baldwin, 1 of 5 men
worth adoration maybe. Audre Lorde–
Cables to Rage grew me not just tall
but wide.Llots of Nietzsche, too much
Nietzsche but luckily soon after Rorty
and lots and lots of him too. DFW, too,
most. Delillo is astounding. Parks, the
playwright, taught me discipline. I write
every day because of her, so perhaps
Suzan-Lori Parks most of all.
What are some of your favorite
albums right now?

Rory: Mick Jenkins’ the Water[s], Open
Mike Eagle’s Dark Comedy, Busdriver’s
Perfect Hair, Connan Mockasin’s Forever
Dolphin Love, the Last Poets’ This is
Madness, Sleep’s Volume Two, Shabazz
Palaces’ Lese Majesty, Megafaun’s self
titled, Freestyle Fellowship’s Innercity
Griots, Krill’s Alam No Hris, Serengeti’s
Don’t Give Up, Majical Cloudz’s
Impersonator, SB the Moor’s El Negro,
Wild Nothing’s Nocturne, Told Slant’s
Still Water, all of DOOM’s shit is always
in rotation as well as all of Kevin Gates’
catalog. And then this mix I found on
bandcamp called “Beech Coma” there’s
a song on it called EQ something by EC
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something and i just want whoever made
that to make an album with me.
What is your favorite song you’ve
written?

Rory: Karl Drogo sighs feels the most like
how I feel at any given moment.
How does it feel to have a Wikipedia
page?
Rory: I have to take a hiatus from the
internet soon.
Any crazy stories from concerts of
festivals that you’ve performed?

Rory: Actually, my first tour I had to
fly from Boston to Chicago. I had a
connecting flight from Boston to New
York. So really my first tour I had to fly
from Boston to New York to Chicago.
From Boston to New York, Kanye West
was on my plane and I took that to mean
something.

abstract patriotism - july 4 2014 - david d. young
stirren echo phantasmagoria engulfs us here at the hypnotic runaround.
semblance silence repose gets us all here to calm down. that’s a VAST way to be
ya see. endowed plantation gimmick tricks us into it. glorious industrialism is a
furious firey way to go, don’t ya know. epic leaders try t’do a little manipulation;
i’m not enthralled. There’s a Wall of Silence that’s standing somewhat Tall. abject
piercing feelings go straight to yer soul & ye know just where to go, aways from
that Article of Constriction. crushed pilot platitudes make their merry way to the
amplitude of deliverance.

superpowerful fool - july 19 2014 - david d. young
phantasmage mecurial isotope of wisdom wanders into a mind’s (silver) lining &
the staid artist jumps out of the lethargy & into A roaring streak of WORK. fast
Faust frost o’erlooks a vivid depiction held in sedentary existence. Getting out of
the rectangle seems to be a goal for some who are quite used to that. Of course,a
room ya live in could be described as that. Vast Fields await novice nomads.
Closed-in box-world is marketed as neverending. Infinitude tunes the hectic
electric frenetic fiasco. Could a range of “normalcy” be within all this expediency &
the possible road to human extinction. “Enjoy the product! Don’t look into the
consequences!” is something some superpowerful fool could say if he were telling
you the truth.

p
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Foxygen

Interview with Foxygen on
August 7, 2014 by Willy
Wangsta (Wilson Salls) at
Gundlach Bundschu Winery

Following the rampant
success of their 2013
sophomore studio album
We Are the 21st Century
Ambassadors of Peace &
Magic, L.A.-born Foxygen has
become known for psychrock throwback sounds and
raucous live performances.
(Raucous—read: falling off
speaker towers and breaking
limbs). At the group’s core
are childhood friends Sam
France (vocals) and Jonathan
Rado (keys, guitar), both
of whom spent time in
Queens before returning
to the west coast (Olympia
and L.A., respectively). The
band’s current touring
lineup consists of bassist
Justin Nijssen—who has
contributed to recordings—
guitarists Jared Walker
and Kevin Basko, drummer
Shaun Fleming, and backing
vocalists Nina Joly, Jacqueline
Cohen, and Emily Panic.

The band has been the topic
of copious internet banter—
including rumors of breaking
up—on its climb to the
critical and popular spotlight.
But the impending release of
Foyxygen’s third studio album
…And Star Power (slated for
October 14), not to mention a
relaxed offstage presence and
vibrant onstage one, seem
to allay immediate fears of
demise.
I was able to catch Foxygen at
Sonoma’s Gundlach Bundschu
winery in August. Sam wasn’t
around for the interview, but
Rado was happy to oblige

after recognizing me from
a (brief ) show at Lagunitas
Brewery earlier that week.
If the pattern in the band’s
choice of venues doesn’t
clue you in on the nature of
their live performances, do
yourself a favor and go see
them for yourself—in fact, do
it either way.

Present: Jonathan Rado (keys,
guitar), Justin Nijssen (bass),
Kevin Basko (guitar), Jared
Walker (guitar), Nina Joly
(backing vocals). In band
but not present: Sam France
(lead vocals), Shaun Fleming
(drums), Jacqueline Cohen
(backing vocals), and Emily
Panic (backing vocals)
How was Woodsist Festival?

Jonathan: Woodsist was…
nice. It was a very tame show.
The audience didn’t really get
up off their blankets to watch
us. They just sort of like sat
and we were trying to put as
much energy out there and
they weren’t really having
it, but we played well. And I
think they enjoyed it. I think
they enjoyed the show. It was
just a much chiller audience
than we’re used to. So it was a
little weird for us.
Yeah, certainly on Monday I
saw you guys at Lagunitas,
and that was a rockin’ show.

Jonathan: That was an intense
show, yeah.
Justin: Oh cool, you were
there?

Yeah, and that’s actually
one of the reasons I came
here today, is because I
wanted to get more.
Justin: Well we ended that
one a little earlier, too.

Jonathan: Yeah, this will be a
better one.
You mentioned that Sam
had a cold?

Jonathan: Yeah, we’re passing

around a sickness in this
band. Shaun has it now.

Kevin: I had it two days ago.

Jonathan: Kevin had it two
days ago. Justin and Nina got
it. I’ve escaped it. Knock on
wood.
And you guys are going to
Europe afterwards, right?
Jonathan: Yeah.

Is it fun to tour?
Jonathan: It’s fun now, yeah.
It was very stressful for a
long time, and now it’s a lot
easier. I mean we’re playing
at a winery. It’s sort of like—
it’s beautiful.

You and Sam met in school,
right?
Jonathan: Yeah, middle
school. I was in a band, he
was not in a band and he
wanted to start a band, and
then we lost the singer of that
band. Sam became the singer
of the band that I was in and
then we just decided to do
our own thing because, you
know, we had our own ideas,
and sort of ventured off on
that different path.
And you guys have pretty
much been making music
every since then?

Jonathan: Yeah, pretty much
non-stop. For about ten years.
Was there kind of a pivotal
moment when you guys
realized you had a chance
of making it big?
Jonathan: No, it all just kind
of happened…really quickly.
There wasn’t really a slow
buildup. It was a blast.
And when was that?

Jonathan: After [We Are the]
21st Century [Ambassadors
of Peace & Magic]. It just sort
of all happened…too quickly.
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Well Take the Kids Off
Broadway was a pretty well
received album too, I guess.
Jonathan: Yeah, it was like
what it should have been, like
a normal album that came
out, like the fan gets a normal
amount of attention, and then
21st was like a much bigger
thing that we weren’t quite
prepared for.
I’m wondering how you
guys split the creative song
writing process. Is that
mostly between you and
Sam?

Jonathan: Yeah, it’s all me and
Sam. I mean Justin right here
contributed a few ideas to
Take the Kids Off Broadway.
Justin: Uncredited!

Jonathan: A few uncredited
ideas.

Justin: It’s ok though. It’s
minor. But I was there for the
recording of some of that.

Jonathan: Justin sings for
21st. He was around for some
of that stuff. I mean, a lot
of the songs are developed
between me and Sam, and
then kind of, maybe even
recorded with just me
and Sam, and then kind of
perfected live. I feel like a
lot of them come to life live,
whereas the records are
maybe a little more stripped
down or different version of
things.
Yeah, you get a little more
energy probably with the
whole band, kind of feeding
back.
Jonathan: Yeah, absolutely.
And we encourage people to
sort of like, you know, bring
their own thing to the band,
you know.

I’ve read about a lot of
drama that’s happened in
the band in the past, maybe
in 2013. Was that hyped?
Do you feel like that was

overplayed a little bit?
Jonathan: It was overplayed.
I mean, I think people were
just looking, you know. Bands
have drama, but not a lot of
people care about a lot of
people in bands, so it doesn’t
matter if someone breaks up
with someone else in a band,
no one gives a crap because
it’s just a band but I think
because we were kind of a
strong personality—or Sam
is a strong personality—
people were looking, and so it
became a newsworthy thing
even though it totally wasn’t.
It was just personal things
that happen, and that became
news for a stupid reason, you
know?
Yeah, yeah. So, there were
things going on it sounds
like, though, still—are
those things mostly boiled
over now?

Jonathan: Yeah yeah. Totally.
It seems like you guys are
going strong now.

Jonathan: Yeah, I mean they
were never as bad as, you
know, you read something on
Pitchfork and it seems like
the end of the world, but it’s
not, you know, it never is. It’s
just the internet. And, you
know, what people tweet or
comment on that article or
whatever, you know.
Yeah, you get this like strip
of, strand of comments.
Jonathan: Yeah. I mean,
someone says one thing and

that just gets blown up, and,
you know, all of the sudden
Foxygen’s breaking up, you
know?

Right. Which is something
I read and was like, you
guys are putting out a new
album, so it doesn’t seem to
be the case…
Jonathan: Yeah, right, yeah,
no, we were never breaking
up.
Justin: “Foxygen is dead”
though!

Jonathan: Foxygen is dead.
We did make these shirts
as like a play on that. Kevin,
right now…

Oh, wow. You selling those
at the show by any chance?
Kevin: That was at the
Halloween show, right?

Jonathan: Yeah, we had some
at the Halloween show. I
think we’re sold out, but they
say “Foxygen is dead.”

For Halloween, that’s
fitting, yeah. And I
understand—I watched one
interview that you said you
hated cheese.
Jonathan: Don’t like cheese.
Do you like pizza?

Jonathan: I do like pizza.
Certain types of pizza.

Kevin: That’s not cheese. Not
cheese.

Nina: Don’t you not like hot
cheese? Or you don’t like cold
cheese, or one of them?

Jonathan: I don’t like really
any type of cheese. I don’t
like cold pizza. I like hot
pizza. I don’t know, it’s just—
mozzarella’s a very mild
cheese and you can ignore it,
you know. Especially, I don’t
really eat cheese pizza. I’ll
eat pizza with meat on it. I’ll
eat like pepperoni pizza and I
guess like focus on something
else. But yeah, I think it’s, uh,
I don’t do cheese for the most
part.
What about you guys?

Jonathan: Everyone else loves
cheese.
Nina: I’m a cheese-aholic.
Justin: I love cheese. Well
Kevin actually…
Jonathan: Kevin’s lactose
intolerant.
Ah, not by choice.

Kevin: No, not by choice. But,
I still, I enjoy it and then have
to wreak the punishment
afterwards.
Yeah, kind of mitigate
afterwards, maybe it’s
worth it. So according
to the internet, you guys
don’t relate well to modern
music, I think you said,
something along those
lines. Maybe hence some of
the sound that we hear on
21st.
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Jonathan: Yeah, I mean I
think that might have also
been blown a bit out of
proportion. I think there’s a
lot of modern bands that we
like. But I mean for the most
part, I mean, I think I listen to
mostly older music just when
I’m sitting around at home,
but I definitely appreciate a
lot of modern music.
What are some of your
favorites then and now,
would you say? Who do you
listen to most?
Jonathan: Then, I could go
on for hours. I mean, lately
I’ve been listening to a lot
of Graham Parsons, and
John Phillips, and just like
LA country, kind of. Lately,
modern music, I guess like,
you know we love Ty Segall
and White Fence and that
whole thing. Saw the War on
Drugs the other day. They
were great. Justin’s band,
Holy Komodo. Justin and
Nina’s band, Holy Komodo,
is great. I’ve been pretty
obsessed with their thing
right now.
Similar style?

Justin: Kind of, in certain
ways. Also, Holy Komodo
a long time ago did a tour
backing up Foxygen.

Jonathan: Yeah. Sam used to
be in Holy Komodo.

Justin: Sam used to be in it
too. So, that’s kind of how I
actually met (Jonathan) Rado.
Jonathan: Yeah. And they’re…

amazing, so. I’m sure you’ll
hear some of that stuff soon.

Based on that comment
I read on the internet do
you see yourselves outside
modern music?
Jonathan: I mean I definitely
think we’re a modern band.
I don’t think we’re in the
60s. However, I do think, you
know, our live shows can tend
to be, like sounding a little
bit older, just because maybe
of the, I mean, just based
purely on the energy and the
equipment that we’re using
is all old, you know, so maybe
if you put it in that context
it’ll sound kind of old or
something, but I mean, we’re
still a band playing in 2014,
so I don’t think you can really
be like we’re a 60s band. You
know, I think that would be
like a stupid thing to say. But
it’s fun to pretend.
I’m curious about the new
album …And Star Power,
you know, wondering
about first of all the name.
I understand it’s the name
of the album; is it also the
name of Foxygen And Star
Power, is that the new band
name?

Jonathan: Yeah, I mean that’s
our live band, is Star Power.
Also, just this fake band that
we invented for the album. I
mean me and Sam recorded
most of it ourselves but a
lot of people played on the
album. And so it was sort
of—it was the first time that
we’d really ever—I mean
because other than like Justin
and my girlfriend Jackie
no one really has been on
Foxygen records besides me
and Sam. And on this record
there’s a lot of other people,
you know, not maybe playing
as a band; it wasn’t really
recorded live, but, I mean a
few tracks were, but I think
it’s just the first time we’ve
sort of incorporated other
people, and it’s sort of this
fake band that exists within
the universe of the album.

But yeah, it’s a double album.
It’s really long and it goes
through a lot of different
phases and sides and feelings
and stuff.

Are the two separated by
some difference in songs, or
are they more or less just
an extension?
Jonathan: Each side is
different. So the first side’s
like kind of pop songs, the
second side’s, like, paranoid
folk music, and the third
side’s like kind of really noisy,
experimental jam side of the
record, and then the fourth
side is almost, it’s just like
kind of one big song. And
they all sort of feel different.
That’s the idea.

What’s next after this
album? You guys planning
to switch over to Star Power
completely?
Jonathan: No, I think it’s
the last Star Power album. I
think the next one is called,
next one’s called Hang, and
we’re recording it hopefully
soon. It’s already pretty much
written, you know it’s going
to be kind of an orchestral
record. We’re gonna do it
with a big orchestra, do it in a
nice studio and stuff. Kind of
expand a little bit.

I heard about Hang and also
Nightmare Man—is that
coming out after this, still
planned?
Jonathan: Nightmare Man,
yeah, Nightmare Man we’re
still kind of conceiving.
Nightmare Man was like a,
kind of started out as like
this 80s pop album and it
might end up just being
like a hip-hop record. So, I
don’t know—it’ll probably
end up falling somewhere
between those two. But it
will definitely be like and
electronic record, of some
sort.
Well that’s exciting. Will
you guys be rapping if it
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does end up being a rap
album.
Jonathan: Sam can rap, man.
Sam put out a rap album a
long time ago. Under the
name V T the Orphan. None
of it’s online, I don’t think
you can find it, but it’s really
great.

If you know how to get me a
copy of it…
Jonathan: I don’t even have
it. I don’t even know where it
is. There’s probably like two
people in the world that have
it. But it is great. I found it on
an iPod somewhere. Maybe
I’ll leak it. I don’t know, it’s
great, yeah.
Excellent. And so, was
that more reminiscent,
that album, of the sounds
of Jurassic Exxplosion
Phillipic? Kind of like,
sporadic, spastic…

Jonathan: The rap album?
Yeah, I mean, yeah. It’s
closer—there’s an album
in between Jurassic and
Take the Kids Off Broadway
called Kill Art and it was
sort of around that time so
I’d say production wise it’s
closer to that, but there’s
definitely rapping on Jurassic
Exxplosion and, I mean, that
was always kind of a big part
of Foxygen growing up, just
because it was fun for Sam to
like write a bunch of random
words and say them quickly,
you know, but…
Justin: It’s rap music.

Jonathan: Yeah, that was rap
music. It was just like Beck
type rap music. It was just
like, you know, “opium band
with the rap—” you know,
“ratchet, and the hand” you
know, whatever. That—that
was terrible. Cut that part out
of the radio. That was—
I can’t guarantee I’ll do
that. That’s art in its purest
form.
Jonathan: That was me

trying to freestyle. That was
my—that was me trying to
freestyle. Opium, ratchet,
hand. That was great.
That was raw. Thank you
for that.

Jonathan: Yeah. But I’ve
been listening to a lot of
Kendrick. And so…yeah. I just
discovered it. I’m pretty late
to the game on Kendrick.
I have yet to discover him
myself. You know, a little
bit, but not much.

Jonathan: Go! Go for it. Go
for it, man. It’s so good. Good
Kid, M.A.A.D. City. It’s great.
You gotta hear this guy. I just
discovered him.
Justin: Rado recommended.
Kendrick Lamar.

Jonathan: Rado
recommended. Kendrick
Lamar. Add that to my list of
modern music.

Well, thanks so much
for interviewing, and for
playing here and playing
two shows for me this week,
I’m pretty stoked about
that.
Jonathan: Yeah, absolutely.
Thanks for coming to both of
them.
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What is there to say about
Alex Calder? One might call
him a modern renaissance
man. This man just goes
in. In addition to his debut
EP Time, released through
Captured Tracks, along with
his music available through
Bandcamp, Alex has challenged himself with feats
such as cooking, acting, and
being a cool dude with a dope
style. He let us ask him a few
questions via email about his
several careers along with
a few questions about Rob
Schneider, Billy Corgan, and
Makeup Tutorials.
What’s the difference
between releasing music
through Mold Boy versus
Alex Calder?

There’s really no difference.
I kind of started it as a bit
of a legal thing, where I just
wanted to be releasing music
as I pleased and put whatever out. [I] wanted to keep
the identity of it secret, but
I got a little greedy and now
they kind of both just coexist
[laughs].
What opted the decision to
create instrumentals for
your latest release “FATAL
RELAY”?

I would consider all of those
songs more demos that I
couldn’t immediately think
of vocals for. I still want to
do something with them
vocal-wise. I like Bandcamp
because you get that immediacy with music, which I really
enjoy because I make songs

pretty fast and loose. So it’s
kind of a nice way of testing
the waters with my stuff, so
if people go, “hey I like this
one” it gives me a lot more
motivation to go back and
work on them. Kind of backwards way of doing things,
but I enjoy it.

On your “About Me” you
describe yourself as a musician, culinary student, and
actor. Can you name a few
of your acting influences?
Adam Sandler and Mike
Myers.

Have any luck booking acting gigs recently?
No luck so far. I worked as an
extra on a really low budget
movie in Montreal and I really
enjoyed it. You get paid to just
sit around all day and play
games on your iPhone so it’s
really nice and easy work.
Also, once the camera gets
rolling I loved trying to get
in there as much as possible.
Hopefully I will get more jobs
like that where I can hog the
spotlight.

and I started realizing how
insane Quentin Tarantino’s
face is and I found
some neat effects that could
recreate it.
Favorite Rob Schneider
movie?
Big Stan

What’s the usually process
of writing a new song? Do
you ever channel your inner
Billy Corgan?
I tend to start out with most
songs by writing a guitar line
I like. Vocal always come last
because that’s the least thing
I am confident about. I am
not a good singer whatsoever,
and I’m not sure if I’ll ever be,
but I try.

So you’ve drawn anime eyes
on yourself, what I want to
know is what’s next?
Well I guess just mainly the
$$$ that I am making off of
that video. I monetized it, so
I’ve made a little over $2.00
off of it at this point. But I
guess the next big thing in my
career is sort of a secret, but
lets just say it involves being
a full time professional poker
player from now on.
Name your top 3 things to
do blindfolded.

Listen to porno, play pinball,
guitar solo
Any shouts out?

Shout out to Evan Prosofsky.

Best and worse thing about
Canada?
I guess the best thing most
people would say is the
health care. The worst is the
winter here, but that’s also
a good thing because that’s
when I tend to make music
the most.

Do you ever miss your
short lived cooking career?
What’s your best dish?
I try not to think of that side
of my life as being over. I
make a mean poutine, (obviously you have to if you live in
Montreal, Quebec)
What led to the creation of
the look-alike blog “Alex as
Quentin Tarantino“?

I’m not really sure actually. I
guess just goofing around on
Macbook Photobooth a bunch
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I wish I could channel my inner Billy Corgan better. A lot
of people really hate him and
his voice, but I really really
like his voice. I love when he
gets that little whiney scream
going on, which most of my
friends hate when I play it
around the house. The instrumentals are so good and cool
and fit right into this “cool”
90s shoegaze feeling, but
then you have this absolute
freak screaming and whining
over top like a little bitch,
so it makes it so much more
charismatic to me.

Do you have any other projects or releases coming up?
For the moment, no.
I started on my next album,
but that’s in the real early
stages.
Hopefully just going to do a
butt load of touring, which I
haven’t really done that much,
once my record comes out
officially on $`~VINYL~`$.

Canada’s
Finest

Interview
w/

by Joshua Hong

I first heard of Phil Elverum, who releases
music under the name Mount Eerie
formerly The Microphones, through a
series of mixtapes an internet penpal
shared with me a few years ago. An
experimental artist in his core, his songs
features narratives with natural and
philosophical themes along with a sense of
northwestern mysticism created through
manipulation of discordant chords, black
metal influences, and calming melodies.
There is always something different
with each release. Outside of music, Phil
spends his time on photography, writing,
painting, trinkets, art jokes, and his label
and publishing company, P.W. Elverum
& Sun. When I sat down with him on a
Saturday in June before he played a show
in Sacramento at the Witch Room with
PREGNANT, I talked with him about his
hometown of Anacortes, Washington, his
favorite Chief Keef song, and his music.
I saw you live last year at The Chapel
with a backing band. This time I hear
you’re going to perform solo. Do you
usually play shows by yourself or do
you often gather people together to
play with you?

Phil: I don't know if there's a usually. It's
different every time. Statically, I used to do
it more by myself but in the past few years
I've had different bands so this is the first
solo tour I've done in kind of a while.
I read about you going to a Nirvana
show around 1992 and head banging
while sitting down. Can you tell me a
little bit about that?

Phil: Yeah. Somebody tweeted me this
question, "Did you ever see Nirvana
Seattle 93?", and I thought it was so funny.
I never knew anything about this video
and so I thought they were just kind of
doing a joke because they called the band
Nirvana Seattle. Which, I thought was
pretty funny. And then '93. But I did see
them in '92 and '94. So I was playing along
with the joke being kind of a smart ass
but turns out they were probably aware of
this footage and I wasn't. I didn't realize
it was about something up until a couple
days ago when a bunch of people emailed
me about it.
So the joke kind of turned around on
you?
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Phil: No, it was sort of like "oh I didn't
realize we were talking about real stuff".
I thought they were joking around.
But, yeah. Seeing that video is so crazy.
Because I remember that show so well.
I remember the experience of being 14
and going to see Nirvana with my friends.
In my mind I've been telling the story
of it over and over for the last 22 years.
Yeah, 22 years. And so seeing the footage
all of the sudden of this vivid memory is
so trippy because it looks just like how
I remember it. I noticed that I act the
same in the video and my friend acts the
same in the video, the one smiling at the
camera.
Was there one specific Nirvana song
that you guys really wanted them to
play?

Phil: No, we loved all their songs. It was
like we knew every single song. Helmet
and Fits of Depression, this Olympia band,
opened. We were 14 though so it was like,
that was the first rock show I ever went
to. Before that, I went to MC Hammer. My
dad took us to Nirvana's Nevermind tour.
It was awesome. But yeah we totally sat

in the back and headbanged for real since
we didn't know how to behave at a rock
show. Nirvana was so big then though,
they played at the Seattle Coliseum where
the Seattle Supersonics played. It was
an arena and they were so small in the
distance that we were basically watching
them on the screen. It wasn't like a punk
show — they were very popular.
Can you compare the Seattle music
scene from the 90s to now?

Phil: Well in that video I'm wearing a
shirt that says Gravel and that is a band
from Anacortes, my town. And they're
awesome. They remain one of my favorite
bands. They part of that scene, "grunge",
so I looked up to them and I remember
wearing the Gravel shirt to the Nirvana
show because I wanted everyone to know
"I'm into obscure stuff". So yeah, I don't
know how much it has changed because
for example the guys in Gravel have a
new band called Enduro. I just recorded
them two weeks ago. So, some things
don't really change. I mean the world
has changed a lot in the last 20 years.
For example, the internet has changed
everything for better or worse. It's
difficult to summarize I guess.
I read somewhere that Eric's Trip was
one of your favorite bands. How did
it feel to collaborate with a member
of Eric's Trip for your album "Lost
Wisdom"?

Phil: It was thrilling to get to play with
Julie Doiron. It wasn't like an abrupt
thing. I sort of got to know her gradually
over the years. I would go see her shows
whenever she came around. She was
touring solo after Eric's Trip and I was
a big fan of that as well. I was just a
familiar face in the audience. Once I
started playing more shows we got put
on the same bills together so we became
acquaintances and friends. It sort of faded
into it, but yeah. I remain a fan so it's very
exciting to have that transition where
it became from being a fan to being a
participant. I like it.
What was your approach to recording
songs when you first started messing
around with music?

Phil: I mostly wanted to mess around.
I was really into recording, like selfrecording. We had some recording
equipment at the record store that I
worked at. We set up a little studio in the

back room and I was just obsessed with
it. Like, trying out weird things and seeing
what was possible with the medium of
recording. It wasn't even really songs, it
were these sound experiments. It only
morphed into writing songs later and then
trying to emulate certain bands. There
wasn't one thing specifically I was trying
to do; it was truly experimenting.
In Pre-Human ideas you digitized and
recreated a few of your older tracks.
What gave you the idea to revisit the
songs and morph them in a certain
electronic matter? Also, what was the
idea behind the humorous yet classy
approach on the cover?

Phil: (Laughs) Well I'll tell you. I have
made garageband versions of those songs
as a way of teaching my bandmates, in
preparation for tours, by simplifying my
studio recordings into these garageband
Midi versions. I could then send them to
people who are going to come on tour
with me and say, "here's your piano
part" or "here's your bass part". Also,
because I was building it up from scratch
again anyways — just really quick on
my home computer. The singing was just
for a guide so they knew where it is in
the song. I experimented with putting
funny effects in my voice, and the more
I listened to those, the more it grew
on me. I really liked them, and after
accumulating a bunch of those demoes I
decided to release them. As for the cover,
it was inspired by this funny picture I
found on the internet of Leonard Cohen.
‘Cause for my iTunes library I like to
put funny pictures for all the album art,
so I spend a lot of time doing google
searches of hilarious photos of musicians.
It's stupid, it's a waste of time, but it's
what I do. And I found this picture of
Leonard Cohen sitting in front of an early
Macintosh computer with a track pad
and a stylus. He's like photoshopping
something, if you look on the computer
screen you can see it's a picture of his
own face. He's photoshopping his own
face and it's a crappy flash photograph
taken from behind him while he's turning
around looking at the camera. It's most
non-poetic, unflattering portrait of
this amazing artist. I really liked how
humanizing it is and how modern,
demystifying because you think of
Leonard Cohen as like a poet writing his
zen notebook. It kind of goes with the idea
of the album.
You rapped some Lil Wayne on a web
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clip. Which rappers out in the game
right now are the best?
Phil: [Laughs] I don't know, I don't keep
up. Rap changes so fast it's hard to stay
on top of it. It's overwhelming but I guess
I don't really keep on top of any music.
There's this one song by Chief Keef that I
really like called "Go To Jail". I heard about
it on a podcast and I just got obsessed
with it. It's all auto tune, you can't make
out any of the words. It's really crazy
sounding.
Would you give skateboarding a try like
Lil Wayne is doing right now or have
you ever tried when you were younger?
Phil: I can go on flat ground and I can go
off a curb.
That's pretty sick, still.

Phil: (Laughs) Yeah, where I grew up we
didn't have any pavement and it was just
gravel roads. I had a skateboard and I
would roll it on the gravel but I've never
developed my skating skills. I might be
too old.

How was life like back during
the D+ era? How did it feel to get
encouraged to make your own zine the
"Paintbrush? Were there other notable
zines around the area that influenced
you?
Phil: Well all that sort of happened in the
same time. In my town Anacortes, the one
record store was run by this guy named
Bret Lunsford, the guy in Beat Happening
and affiliated with K Records. So my friend
and I, we were teenagers, and exactly
around the time of that Nirvana video
actually. We discovered this record store
in our town and we were like "Wow, Beat
Happening, K Records. Kurt Cobain is into
K Records. What!? That's the guy in the
band, he's right there selling records to
us". It was like our world opened up. Bret
encouraged us to make zines and gave
us zines he collected from tour. I don't
remember any that stick out that we were
trying to emulate but it was awesome.
A couple years later I was working at the
store and we were friends. He invited me
to play with him in his music project D+.
We ended up going to Olympia to record
at K. One thing led to another. It was very
exciting, it still is. I feel like I'm still on
the same path right now. I feel lucky to
have a person like Bret live in my town.
I don't know if I would have been that

generous to my local teenagers. He was
just so generous with his guidance and
sort of steered us into amazing directions.
I wouldn't probably be doing any of this if
it weren't for him.

never changed it. I should give him credit
and track him down somehow.

Phil: Almost everyday I eat two pieces of
toast. I'm into baking bread. So I eat my
toast with peanut butter and jam, one egg,
and coffee. Sometimes I need to switch it
up and have oatmeal.

Still listening to Black Metal?

Elisa Hough, our publicity director
from a few years back, was wondering
what your favorite thing to eat for
breakfast?

She also wanted to ask if you've ever
built the giant bass drum in a field?

Phil: I talked about it a lot but I never
built it. Maybe someday still. I did a lot
of architectural sketches and plans, but I
never did it.
To what extent does David Lynch
related films and shows have an
influence over your music creation?

Phil: Mm, maybe. I feel like everything I
watch, experience, see, or taste influences
what I do with music, but it's true there
may be a more direct connection to
Twin Peaks. Although, I never sit down
and watch Twin Peaks then go write a
song about it. If anything, I'm trying to
resist that direction because my natural
tendencies is already to make kind of
northwesty dark stuff. I don't always want
to be the same tone, I'm interested in
discovering new things.
How do you decide the difference
between how your songs sound live
versus how they sound in the studio?

Phil: It has more to do with ability,
especially when I'm playing alone,
because there's only so much that I can
do with two hands. There's a lot going on
with the studio versions frequently so I
try and do what I can to capture the same
feelings as the studio versions but not
necessarily the sound.
What's up with your twitter icon? Is
that a wizard?

Phil: No, he's an author from Montana.
A small self-published author, who's
name I forget. I was in a bookstore in
Livingston, Montana when I started my
Twitter account. I was on a road trip and I
just took a picture of this man's face and I

What have you been listening to lately
on the road?
Phil: I've been trying to keep my iPod on
shuffle for the whole trip, which is really
challenging because there's a lot of bad
stuff in there. So all over the place.
Phil: Oh yeah, that pops up. Black Metal,
Soundtracks, Classical Music, Rap,
Podcasts. Uh, bleeps and bloops.
What kind of rappers do you listen to
a lot?

Phil: I still listen to Jay-Z and Kanye West.
Early Kanye or late Kanye?

Phil: All of it. I really like the album
"Yeezus" — I think it's good. I think what
he says is so stupid. The content of what
he's saying is so idiotic and embarrassing
but the production ideas are really
exciting to me.
Any place you recommend people to
visit in your hometown Anacortes?

Phil: It's a nice town. Go to Anacortes and
walk around. There's a really good record
store called "The Business". They're close
friends and also my distributor. They're
my home record store. The forests around
there are amazing. There are a lot of
protected forest lands with trails. That's
another good thing to do.
Are you recording a new album right
now? How is that going a long?

Phil: Great. Yeah, I'm really happy with it.
It's almost done but it will probably come
out much later. I'm just going to give it
time to breathe and make sure I like it.
I'm in the thick of it. I don't have a good
perspective on it since I'm inside it. I don't
actually know what it sounds like but I'm
happy with how it's going. It's really nice
and I've been working on it for almost two
years now.
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KDVS has changed me. From when I first started listening to the station as an angst-ridden 15year old to my current position as a Programming Director, my tastes have run the gamut from
new wave to persian classical, from trip-hop to death metal, and from dancehall to vaporwave.
Come summertime, I tend to get an intense craving for pop, and an almost physical need for a sonic
substance I call Summer Jam.What are summer jamz, you might ask? Just think of them as your
personal ear-candy; the music that’s good to you, the tunes that let your imagination run loose when
the weather’s too sweltering to think.

Tobacco
Ultimate II Massage
(Ghostly International)

It’s now been six whole years since Tom Fec first
went rogue from his downtempo psychedelia
group Black Moth Super Rainbow to record fully
unrestrained, beat-fueled, groove-riding lysergia as
Tobacco. From 2008’s relatively breezy Fucked Up
Friends to 2010’s manic-electro mind-fuck Maniac
Meat, the Tobacco project has taken on a life of it’s
own, residing in a unique no-man’s land somewhere
behind the couch of hip-hop, psych-rock, rave,
and vocoder funk. This summer sees the release
of Ultima II Massage, which represents the fullest
extent to date of the Tobacco aesthetic. Allegedly
inspired by new age infomercials, Massageconjures
up aural imagery of a 14-year-old gremlin gobbling
acid while watching VHS tapes in the basement of
a burning toy factory. A warning sticker should be
put on the shrink-wrap for every copy: Play me, and
hear yourself melt.

+

Black Atlass
The Rose
(Fools Gold)

Khan
1992
(Dirty Hit)

Is it a crime to compare the work of two separate
artists so closely? All I can say is that these two
R&B acts are poised to take over summer with
their roiling, synth n’ bass heavy production and
vulnerable, smoldering vocals. In their unique way
they draw into the well of neo-soul revivalism that
made certain 2013 cuts by James Blake, Jai Paul and
Autre Ne Veut so irresistable.
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Cities Aviv
Come to Life
(Young One)

This early 2k14 release from
atmospheric MC/producer Cities
Aviv works just as well on a sizzling
August night as a drizzly February
afternoon; it is a fairly brief album of
lush, watery cuts that swathe Aviv’s
abstract rhymes in clouds of turbulent
yet oddly soothing imagery. Close your
eyes as tracks like “FOOL” transport
you past rain-swept freeways and cuts
like “DISSOLVE” plunge you into the
sunlit pelagic zone of an immense,
world-spanning ocean. No hip-hop
album of recent years has devoted so
much energy to texture.

host of
Fever Dream

Thursdays
2:30 PM - 4:30 PM

Honorary Mentions:
Pure X- Angel (Fat Possum)
Matthewdavid- In My World (Brainfeeder)
How to Dress Well- What is This Heart? (Weird World)
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Nucleon //

SZA
Z
(Top Dawg Entertainment)

SZA currently holds a revered place
in my holy trinity of new RnB divas,
alongside Kelela and FKA Twigs. She’s
also the one most currently influential/indebted to contemporary hiphop, recording several cuts with Kendrick Lamar and Chance the Rapper.
It’s my hope that she’ll soon be heard
on radios throughout the country,
injecting some much-needed soul into
the skittery, trapped-out mainstream
airwaves of Summer 2k14.
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Scruffy dudes, Star Wars and
southern sludge at the Witch Room
by Thom Stone

twenty minutes or so, I would
wager that they just played the
whole album from start to finish.

Thoroughly prepped for a night of
sonic violence, I approached the
venue with my ticket in in one
hand and beer money in another
until I was halted by a scruffylooking nerfherder—excuse me,
ticket taker—whose nose remained
balls deep in a tattered Star
Wars paperback.

Whether or not the crowd knew
a single song by the band, they
moved with such vivacity that
the room itself seemed to follow
along with a playful, bouncy
energy, the likes of which I’ve
only felt before at ska shows.

Reflecting on my childhood
obsession with the character
Kyle Katarn, the protagonist of
several novels but namely the
fantastic Jedi Knight video game
franchise, I asked him if it was
likewise part of the “expanded
universe.”
He said it was still part of
the canon, since it primarily
focused on the exploits of Boba
Fett, but it was a little unusual
in the way that it handled the
character, i.e. he was not a
complete BAMF.
I turned around to look at the
merch booth and get a sense for
what these bands of Louisville
rockers had to offer: a panoply
of skull-embroidered psychedelic
madness on the Young Widows side
versus White Reaper’s throwback
to the raw white-black minimalism
of 80s punk.
Intrigued by the synth-heavy
single “Half Bad” I heard off of
White Reaper’s newly released
debut EP, I picked up the clear
pink vinyl with a sort of “what
the hell” ambivalence. In short,
I had no intention of meeting
them or getting them to sign it—
that is, until I heard them play.
Shortly after ordering my first
and final beer for the night
(because merely volunteering for
KDVS and a non-profit doesn’t
exactly pay the bills), the trio
of Louisville goobers took the
stage and promptly commenced face
shredding.

When they finally closed with
their second most popular song,
“Conspirator,” and walked off
stage, I immediately went up
to them, introduced myself and
affirmed their talents, stressing
the fact that theirs was the best
performance I had seen since
Guided by Voices blew the roof
of the Rio Theater in Santa Cruz
earlier this summer.

Following that trend, their songs
off of the new album, Easy Pain,
were often jarring but always in
a positive way—the band seemed
to revel in their ability to
surprise.
Eventually, the set winded down
a bit in volume—I recognized
“In My Living Room,” a slow jam
which features some fantastically
creepy atonal riffs—but the
tangible feeling of suspense only
grew until it climaxed with the
concussive bravado of “The Last
Young Widow” (check out the video
for some serious goosebumps).
I was once more impressed by the
kindness of Louisvillians when
I approached Young Widows after
the set and complimented their
signature style.

They were so shocked when I asked
if I could have their autographs—
it was as if I had brought them a
glorious 30 rack of PBR to share
amongst themselves.

Although the frontman, whose name
I gathered was Evan, couldn’t
name the last song that they
played, his genuine gratitude and
politeness was apparent.

We hung out for a while, watching
the smoke drift up from our
Camels and sharing opinions about
our respective music scenes in
Sacramento and Louisville, until
the first ominous chord of Young
Widows’ opener was struck.

As I walked off to meet up with
some friends at R15, I vowed that
I would someday make it over to
that southern capital and share
a fifth of bourbon with the guys
from White Reaper and Young
Widows on their home turf.

Everyone around us shambled in
as we tried our best to finish
quickly, the building cacophony
of Kentucky fried sludge drowning
out what remained of our
conversation.
Erring more on the side of
metal than punk, Young Widows’
sound presented an interesting
confluence of textures, turning
out something like Black Sabbath
and Built to Spill’s bastard
child.
The crowd had either gotten
sleepy, stoned or a little bit
of both because I felt like I was
the only one in the room still
in the mood to dance to their
relentlessly intricate, hardhitting rhythms.

Since their set lasted only
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12:00 AM-2:00 AM
Neonate (Fighting
for a Future)
Punk Roge & M. Riot
Chaotically good
music mixed with
political, social
and local punk talk
as well as show
listings and events
you don’t want to
miss.
Genre: punk, street
punk, international punk, hardcore,
riot grrrl
2:00 AM-4:00 AM
Monster Island
MechaGodzilla
Beats, rhyms, giant
monsters, kung fu,
lounge, auditory,
stimulation, VIBES.
Genre:Jazz, Funk,
Soul, Hip-hop,
reggae, beat music,
funk, samba, electronic
4:00 AM-6:00 AM
Crypto-Audiology
hypersurface & dimension11
Sound? Music? Questions? You’ll figure
it out.
Genre:Electronic,
Experimental
6:00 AM-8:00 AM
Songs Of Praise
Gospel Program
Bobby H & Dr. Kwame
& DJ Mr Tee
Praise and worship
gospel music.
Genre:Gospel
8:00 AM-10:00 AM
In Focus/Perspective
Bernard Benson
“In Focus” Religious talk show
whose theme is
solving problems of
students and the
community in light
of scripture. “Perspective” music of
Christian music.
Genre: Religious
Talk, All Genres of
Christian Music
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Island Radio Cafe
Gary B. Goode
New releases of
reggae, latino,
latina, & hawaiian in a freeform
format.
Genre: Reggae, Reggae,Ska,Latino,Hawaiian
Alternates with:
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Cross-Cultural
Currents

Mindy
Genre: International, Reggae, African
2:00 PM-3:00 PM
Radio Wadada
Papa Wheelie
A conscious reggae
session featuring
reggae (old and
new) dub and dancehall.
Genre: Reggae
3:00 PM-6:00 PM
New Day Jazz
Justin Desmangles
Interviews with
authors of contemporary American
literature.
Genre: Jazz, Classical, Jazz, Blues,
Experimental, Poetry & Literature
6:00 PM-8:00 PM
Purrview of Frisky
Femmes!
Thomcat
The world of music has long been
dominated by men,
but no more. Armed
to the teeth with
bold melodies and
sharp lyrics, sharp
enough to tear a
man’s soul asunder,
the frisky femmes
of rock n’ roll
are here, and here
to stay. Here them
roar.
Genre: singer-songwriter, folk, electronic, chamberpop,
new wave, and punk
8:00 PM-10:00 PM
The Front Porch
Blues Show
Rich Blackmarr & JD
Esquire & TJ
Blues for the down
home blues lover. You’ll hear
the great legends
and lesser known
artists who formed
the roots of this
indigenous American
music.
Genre:Blues
10:00 PM - 12:00 AM
Kicksville 29BC
Tim Matranga
Genre:Garage/60’s/
Folk/Psych/Soul

Monday
12:00 AM-2:00 AM
MADLIBS
The Loneliest Monk
Late night sounds
from East LA to
West Africa.
Genre: Eclectic
Alternates with:
12:00 AM-2:00 AM
Kesler

The Mall returns,
now with more
curses!
Genre: Pop, SellOut

Catskill Review of
Books

2:00 AM-4:00 AM
Claroscuro
Niyomo
A blend of sonidos
suaves qu te harán
soñar.
Genre: Psychedelic,
experimental, rock
en espanol, ambient, electronica

5:30 PM-6:00 PM
Planetary Society

4:00 AM-6:00 AM
Llamas with Llamakas
Biff the DJ & DJ
the Beth
The trials and
tribulations of
one Beth and one
Biff time traveling
through the music,
the mind, the luh.
6:00 AM-8:00 AM
For Relaxing Times
T-bump
America’s number
one general program.
Genre: eclectic
8:00 AM-9:00 AM
TWIS
9:00 AM- 9:30 AM
Sprouts
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Apartment 5
baby d
knowing nothing
need be done/is
where we begin from
Genre:indiepop,
twee, shoegaze,
alt-rock, general monday morning
vibes
12:00 PM-1:00 PM
Democracy Now!
The War and Peace
Report
Amy Goodman
A daily TV/radio
news program, hosted by Amy Goodman
and Juan Gonzalez,
airing on over 900
stations, pioneering the largest
community media
collaboration in
the United State.
Genre: News
1:00 PM- 2:30 PM
Sounds of Cities
DJ PM
Genre: Folk,
Instrumental, PostRock, Emo, PostHardcore
2:30 PM-4:30 PM
Tripping with the
Flower Vato
The Flower Vato
4:30- 5:00 PM

5:00 PM-5:30 PM
Happenings

6:00-8:00 PM
Sub Zero
TJ
Exploring classic,
new surf, and other
styles. The misuc
is so “cool” it’s
Sub Zero.
Genre: Surf, Indie,
Psychedelic, Garage, Blues
8:00 PM-10:00 PM
Jazzy Dreamz
DJ SmokeHeart
Smooth & upbeat,
trumpets & flutes,
fingers snapping
& French vibes
frolic.
Genre: Jazz, Vocals, upbeat, downtempo, coffee club,
funk soul
Alternates with:
8:00 PM-10:00 PM
After Hours
Sugar
Genre: Soul & Funk
10:00 PM-12:00 AM
The Suicide Watch
Ophelia Necro
Creepy, dark &
spooky tunes to induce nightmares.
Genre: Punk,
No-Wave, Doom,
Soundtracks + More

Tuesday

12:00 AM- 2:00 AM
The Suicide Watch
Ophelia Necro
Creepy, dark &
spooky tunes to induce nightmares.
Genre: Genre: Punk,
No-Wave, Doom,
Soundtracks + More
2:00 AM-4:00 AM
Journey of a Curmudgeon
Nautilus
Playing the ambitious rock music
from all time periods.
Genre: Progressive
rock, psychedelia,
indie rock
4:00 AM-6:00 AM
Black Fabric
Ryan Geller & BOO
Radley
Foot-tapping music.
Genre: Eclectic
6:00 AM-8:00 AM
Junkyard Jams
lolo Z & One Sock

Junkyard jams for
tweens.
Genre: Eclectic
8:00 AM-9:00 AM
Death of the Author
9:00 AM-9:30 AM
This Way Out
9:30 AM-12:00 PM
The Coconut Grove
Carlos Fiance
Relax in your hammock sippin banana
dacquiries while we
enjoy soul music
from around the
world.
Genre: Jazz, Latin,
Doo-wop, Soul
12:00 PM-1:00 PM
Democracy Now!
The War and Peace
Report
Amy Goodman
1:00 PM-2:30 PM
mahou shoujo
Dr. Kelp
A magical girl
playing all types
of Japanese tunes.
Genre: Fantastical,
phantasmagorical
2:30 PM-4:30 PM
TMT (Tomorrows Music Today)
DJ Vais
All types of Electronic Dance music.
Genre: Electronic

the airwaves.
Genre: Metal,
Metal,Hardcore,Ambient,Spokenword

Wednesday
12:00 AM-2:00 AM
Unspeakable Cults
Malefactor
An ineffable journey into the macabre, fulfilling the
curse of metal upon
the airwaves.
Genre: Metal,
Metal,Hardcore,Ambient,Spokenword
2:00 AM-4:00 AM
Violet’s in Media
DJ Beauregard
Warm music.
Genre: Gol, rock,
indie rock, alternative rock
4:00 AM-6:00 AM
Shock
Sasha Van Laur
The full spectrum
of electronic music
with sparks from
everything else.
Genre: Electronic,
Dance
6:00 AM-8:00 AM
Radio Campaign
Merril
Folk.Rock.Indie
Genre: Folk, Rock,
Indie

4:30 PM-5:00 PM
30 Minute Cut

8:00 AM-9:00 AM
Conrad’s Corner

5:00 PM-5:30 PM
Hey It’s Hannah

9:00 AM-9:30 AM
Sea Change Radio

5:30 PM-6:00 PM
Talk Nation Radio

9:30 AM-11:00 AM
The Yellow Brick
Road
DJ Yolo Ono
Genre: International

6:00 PM-7:00 PM
KDVS Radio Theater
Les Light & Mick
Pin
Original and
Classic Audio
Plays,Dramas and
Comedy.
Genre:Audio Plays,
Spoke Word
7:00 PM-9:00 PM
Aggie Talk
Aggie sports and
the rest of the
sporting world.
Genre:Sports Talk
9:00 PM-11:00 PM
The Chicken Years
Mr. Mick Mucus
FUN WITH SOUND.
Genre:Rock, Punk,
Fartcore
11:00 PM-12:00 AM
Unspeakable Cults
Malefactor
An ineffable journey into the macabre, fulfilling the
curse of metal upon

11:00 AM-12:00 PM
Ya blew it!
Silva & Rez
Tunes 4 goons
Genre: Eclectic
12:00 PM-1:00 PM
Democracy Now!
The War and Peace
Report3
Amy Goodman
1:00 PM-2:30 PM
From the Staircase
DJ Condor & Jack
Kohler
A tasty medley of
blues, funk, folk,
and Americana
Genre: Blues, Funk,
Americana
2:30 PM-4:30 PM
Retro Free Form
Radio
Edd Fong
An eclectic mix of
rock, jazz, blues,

and folk with an
emphasis on music
from the 1960s and
70s.
Genre: Eclectic
4:30PM-5:00 PM
Conversations on
Healthcare
5:00 PM-6:00 PM
Dr. Andy’s Poetry
& Technology Hour
Dr. Andy
Talk about Poetry
& Technology with
frequent guests.
Genre: Poetry +
Technology
6:00 PM-7:00 PM
buns and lovers
Artemis
Genre: Lo-fi, indie, garage rock,
folk ,twee

7:00 PM-8:00 PM
BOO’s House of
Disco
Boo Radley
Disco Disco Disco
Genre: Disco/House
8:00 PM-10:00 PM
Eclectic Electric
Stuff
DJ Dude
Alternative party
music brand new
house/electronic/
dance/trance music
like, less than
a week old stuff,
straight from artist.
Genre: electric,
funk, dance
10:00 PM-12:00 AM
Airwave Pollution
Mr. Frankly
New music.
Genre: Jazz, Rock,
Punk, Experimental, Ambient
Alternates with:
10:00 PM-12:00 AM
Revenge of the
Handlebar Moustache
Calamity Janie
Music to Rock Your
Socks Off - Yee
Haw!
Genre: Rock ,Indie, Punk

Thursday
12:00 AM-2:00 AM
Geneva Dance Convention
Split P
Dance music
through the decades, from disco
to dubstep and
beyond.
Genre: Dance
2:00 AM-4:00 AM
The Kissing Booth

DJ Tanner
Creme de la creme
of eclectic alternative, the
juicy heart of all
things ethereal,
in the musical
wilderness.
Genre: Punk, Alternative rock,
indie folk, dream
pop, emo
4:00 AM-6:00 AM
Lean Back
DJ Simar Down &
Swagbarian
Slappin tracks
to bang when you
trappin out the
bando.
Genre: Hiphop, R&B
6:00 AM-8:00 AM
Chroma the Great
Sunburn
Conducting the
sunrise.
Genre: Eclectic,
Rock
Alternates with:
6:00 AM-8:00 AM
Like a Tamper Used
in the Morning
DJ Brad
Rock & all other
genres
Genre: Eclectic
8:00 AM-8:30 AM
The Davis Gaze
8:30 AM-9:00 AM
Story Time with
Tummy Bumpr
9:00 AM-9:30 AM
Food Sleuth Radio
9:30 AM-12:00 PM
The Anti-Word
DJ Meow Mix & Stef
Genre: 90s Alternative, Female
Rock
12:00 PM-1:00 PM
Democracy Now!
The War and Peace
Report
Amy Goodman
1:00 PM-2:30 PM
Cinema Sounds
The Narrator
Exploring genres
by making up our
soundtracks.
Genre: Eclectic
2:30 PM-4:30 PM
Fever Dream
Ford Nucleon
4:30 PM-5:00 PM
Feminist Current
5:00 PM-6:00 PM
Radio Parallax
Douglas Everett
Science, history,
politics, current
events, whatever we damn well

please. Radio
Parallax Official
Website: http://
radioparallax.com/

Emotional jams for
young princesses.
Genre: Eclectic

6:00 PM-8:00 PM
Shiny Circles
DJ Paul
33 & 45
Genre: indie rock,
synth pop

4:00 AM-6:00 AM
Hip-Hopalypse
Jimmythafreak &
Jay Sea Rain
Hip-hop, underground & whatever
we went

8:00 PM-9:00 PM
Toplist
A-storm & B-Dawg
Pure, raw, unadulterated
Genre: hip-hop,
chill

6:00 AM-8:00 AM
Contrasting Muppits
Scug
Music that sounds
like muppets.
Genre: Eclectic

9:00 PM-10:00 PM
Jane Walk Blues
Mz Mary
Walkin out the
blues of prohibition from Jake to
Jane.
Genre: Reggae,
Electronic, Jazz,
Rock, Blues, Funk

8:00 AM-9:00 AM
Five O’ Clock
Shadow

10:00 PM-12:00 AM
Out’n’Heavy
Milson Tisdale

Friday
12:00 AM-1:00 AM
Femmes to the
Front
Soledad
Punk n Rock n
Grrrls
Genre: Punk, Riot
Grrrl, Garage, LoFi, Post Punk
1:00 AM-2:00 AM
The Mosh is Primal
J Trashy
Are you a hatemosher, a memelord, or maybe
even a gothic
wigger? Are you
sick of music
scene politics
and just want to
freak out to a
huge breakdown?
Then THE MOSH IS
PRIMAL is the show
for you! Tune in
to hear the latest
and greatest in
closedcasketcore,
sludgewave, and
#ezcrab. Join your
boy J-Trashy on
his journey to
find the heaviest
song ever, and
remember: there’s
only one rule in
the pit...KEEP IT
PRIMAL.
Genre: metal,
hardcore, pop punk
2:00 AM-4:00 AM
Confessions of
a Teenage Drama
Queen
Cherry Sparkle
Princess

9:00 AM-9:30 AM
Policy over Politics
9:30 AM-11:00 AM
What’s Good
Mr. Glass
Joints & Jams
Genre: Soul, Jazz,
Hiphop, Beats,
Bossa
11:00 AM-12:00 PM
The Perfect Playlist
T-Bump
A weekly attempt
at perfection.
Genre: Eclectic
12:30 PM-1:00 PM
Democracy Now!
The War and Peace
Report
Amy Goodman
1:00 PM-2:30 PM
Staff Paper Project
Christine
Exploring today’s
classical music.
Genre: Classical,
Experimental, Modern Comp
2:30 PM-4:30 PM
The Uncanny Valley
DJ Gl0 Worm
Come with me on
a sonic adventure through the
rolling hills
of alternative,
post-punk, and
psychedelic rock.
Forecasts include
a bit of electronica and shoegaze
as well.
4:30 PM-5:00 PM
Anti-War Radio
5:00 PM-6:00 PM
Speaking in
Tongues
Richard Estes
Social commentary
and interviews
with people directly involved in

struggles related
to anti-imperialism, civil rights,
the environment
and the workplace,
with an emphasis
upon anti-authoritarian practice.
Genre: Speaking in
Tongues
6:00 PM-10:00 PM
1000 Points Of
Fright
Pirate of the High
Frequencies
Metal, hard metal,
soft core metal,
metal with more
metal edge.
Genre: Metal
10:00 PM-12:00 AM
Beyond The Stench
Of Death
Polluter
Music that is
loud, obnoxious
and aggressive
with homages to
the Masters.
Genre: Heavy Metal
& Hard Rock

Saturday
12:00 AM-2:00 AM
Raise the Dead
The Blasphemer
Black, Death, Pagan, and Ambient
Horror
Genre: The Metal
2:00 AM-4:00 AM
Gruesome Twosome
Doctor Captinn &
KayVee
Shocking terror
beyond your wildest dreams.
Genre: oogie boogie woogie
4:00 AM-6:00 AM
The Noise you were
looking for...
Obi-Van Kenobi
Genre: Eclectic
6:00 AM-9:00 AM
Buried Alive in
the Blues
Big Dave
What better way to
start your weekend? Listen to
blues from everywhere - new and
old, national and
international.
Genre: Funk, R&B,
Jazz, Folk, Rock,
Blues
9:00 AM-12:00 PM
The Saturday Morning Folk Show
Bill Wagman &
Robyne Fawx
Folk of all kinds
Genre: Folk
12:00 PM-2:00 PM
The Prog Rock

Palace
DJ Markuss & Curtis Carroll & Rock
Shurewood
Progressive rock
from the 60s to
the present, from
all over the
world.
Genre: Progressive
Rock
2:00 PM-4:00 PM
Upper Real
Shrieks: Music,
Words
David D. Young
An ever-evolving
show where disparate genres are
connected the panorama unfolds.
Genre: Jazz, Rock,
Blues, Experimental, Bluegrass,
Spoken Words
4:00 PM-7:00 PM
Crossing Continents
Gil Medovoy
World/International
Genre: Only
World!!
Alternates with:
4:00 PM-7:00 PM
Earth and Blood
The Shaman
Genre: International
7:00 PM-9:00 PM
Today’s Aberration, Tomorrow’s
Fashion
Jeffrey
Completely current
releases.
Genre: Eclectic
9:00 PM-10:00 PM
Wayback Wednesdays
DJ Matro
Genre: R&B, hiphop, old school
rap, funk
10:00 PM-11:00 PM
Joe Frank
Joe Frank’s audio
collages. http://
www.joefrank.com/
11:00 PM-12:00 PM
LISA
Live in Studio A
Music recorded in
front of a live
audience in KDVS’
Studio A

Fall 2014
Programming
Guide
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Michael Psycho
Think (SS Records)
Ty Segall
Manipulator (Drag City)
Cellular Chaos
Cellular Chaos (ugExplode)
Kim Ki O
Bir, Iki... (SS Records)
Meatbodies/Wand
Split 7” (In The Red)
Golden Pelicans
Godlen Pelicans (Total
Punk)
Male Gaze
Cliffs of Madness b/w
Think Twice (Mt. St. Mtn)
Sam Coffey And The Iron
Lungs
Gates of Hell (Southpaw)
Apache Dropout
Heavy Window (Magnetic
South)
Melchior/Walker
Sad Son in Law b/w I Could
Sit Here Forever (Kill
Shaman)

Taylor Deupree
Lost & Compiled (12k)
Lawrence English
Wilderness of Mirrors
(Room 40)
J Mascis
Tied To A Star (Sub Pop)
Circles
Shadowgraph (Diminished
Arc)
G. Green
Area Codes (Mt. St. Mtn)
Zig Zags
Zig Zags (In The Red Records)
White Reaper
White Reaper (Polyvinyl)
Thee MVPs
Oh Sally b/w Amok Time
(Slovenly)
The Wytches
Annabel Dream Reader (Partisan)
The Zag Men
Crime Spree (Vetoxa)

Hooray for Earth
Racy (Dovecote Records)

The Dead Space
Faker (12XU)

Cheveu
Bum (Born Bad)

Growing Pains
17 Songs About The Same
Girl (Urinal Cake)

Hamish Kilgour
All of it and Nothing (Ba
Da Bing)

TOP 90.3

(recent hot tracks)

Meatbodies
Rotten b/w Mud Gals (In
The Red)
Ragtime Frank
I’m A Rocketship For My
Lord (Little Big Chief)
Universe People
Are Coming To The Dance
(Dragnet)
Exiles From Clowntown
Tape Scissors Rock (Soft
Abuse)
Stickers
Swollen (End of Time)
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Friday, October 3: Literature, Soft Science @ 8pm | Witch
Room 1815 19th st. Sacramento 18+
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Saturday, October 4: Frankie Cosmos, Porches
@ 8pm | Third Space 946 Olive Drive, Davis
October 3 - October 5: NORCAL NOISE FEST day 1 @ 8pm | Luna’s
Cafe, Sacramento (1414 16th st.) | day 2 & day 3 @ 2pm | Witch Room
(1815 19th st) Sacramento ///// $10 one day admission. NOISE !!!!!!!!!!
October 3 - October 5: TBD Fest w/ Blondie, Kurt Vile, Explosions in the
Sky, DIIV, Beach Fossils, Metz, Craftspells & more @ 11am | riverfront st,
west sacramento
Sunday, October 5: Armadillo Music & KDVS Vinyl & Music Fair
@ 9am | Davis Senior Center 646 A St. Davis
Wednesday, October 8: Deaf Wish, Dad?, Sky Burial @ 8pm
Third Space 946 Olive Drive, Davis
Thursday, October 9: Big Sticky Mess & Dank Ocean @ 8:30pm | Sophia’s 129
E st., Davis
Thursday, October 9: Art + Science Lecture series. L.A.S.E.R.
Leonardo Art Sciene Evening Rendezvous| 3001 PES UC Davis
Friday, October 10: Male Gaze, Monster Treasure,
Ghostplay, Desario @ 8:30pm |Cafe Colonial 3250 Stockton
Blvd, Sacramento
Friday, October 10: Pregnant, Stage Hare, Ashan, Quartz
Thrust @ 8:30pm | 3708 30th st, Sacramento

For more events follow:
undietaco.org, KDVS Events page on Facebook, KDVS events calender on www.kdvs.org or follow
some of the venues online that are in the surrounding area
30
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